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THE TURBULENT EVENTS in the world economy since

1973have several
times promptedthe call for the majorcountriesin the Organizationfor
Economic Cooperationand Development (OECD) to coordinatetheir
macroeconomicpolicies.I In the immediateaftermathof the 1973 oil
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Summitry(New York: Councilon ForeignRelations, 1983),and RobertD. Putnamand
Nicholas Bayne, Hanging Together: The Seven-Power Summits (Harvard University
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price shock, for example, the finance ministers of the main industrial
countriesmadea commitment,only partlyfulfilled,to avoiddeflationary
policiesdesignedto pass currentaccountdeficitson to partnercountries.
Followingthe deep recessionof 1974-75,the Carteradministrationurged
in 1977-78a "locomotive approach"for world recovery, in which the
majoreconomies were to actjointly to stimulatea worldexpansion.This
policy was adopted by the heads of state at the 1978 Bonn summit
conference. After the worldrecession of 1980-82, severalpolicymakers
andeconomists calledfor ajoint worldreflation,butin this case the U.S.
administrationstood firmlyopposed to such a coordinatedpolicy.2And
recently, several economists have advocated that the Europeaneconomies embracemore expansionaryfiscal policies in returnfor reduced
long-runU.S. deficits.' The implicationappears to be that while both
the United States and Europewould benefitfrom such a swap in policy,
neitherside can or will undertakethe prescribedpolicies independently.
Advocacy of internationalcoordinationhas been far more plentiful
than actual implementation.The 1978 Bonn summit is the principal
example of a macroeconomic policy package adopted by the major
economies. Whiletherearefew cases of successful policy coordination,
advocates of coordinationarguethat there are many illustrationsof the
need for coordination.Individualeconomies have on several occasions
triedto expandin the midstof a worldcontraction.The United Kingdom
and Sweden triedto bridgethe world recession of 1974,and while they
succeeded in the short run in maintaininggross nationalproduct, the
longer-runconsequences were large balance of paymentsdeficits, currency depreciation, and eventually a sharp policy reversal (in 1976
Britain actually required a stabilization loan from the International
2. A clearstatementof the administration'spositionmaybe foundin MartinFeldstein,
"The WorldEconomyToday," TheEconomist,June 11-17, 1983.He was respondingto
other writers in The Economist who had urged a coordinatedglobal expansion;these
writersand the dates theirarticlesappearedwere HelmutSchmidt(February26-March
4, 1983),ValeryGiscardd'Estaing(May21-27, 1983),andC. FredBergstenandLawrence
R. Klein (April23-30, 1983).One of the most widely publicizedcalls for a coordinated
reflationcame in 1982from a groupof 26 economistsfrom several countriesin Institute
for InternationalEconomics, "PromotingWorld Recovery: A Statement on Global
EconomicStrategy"(Washington,D.C.: IIE, 1982).
3. See RichardLayardand others, "Europe:The Case for UnsustainableGrowth,"
DiscussionPaper(Brussels:Centrefor EuropeanPolicy Studies,MacroeconomicPolicy
Group,May 1984).Othersin the MacroeconomicPolicy Groupparticipatingin the study
were GiorgioBasevi, OlivierBlanchard,WillemBuiter,andRudigerDornbusch.
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MonetaryFund). As one Swede remarked,"We tried to build a bridge
in 1974,but ended up with a pier instead." Similarepisodes includethe
U.S. expansion during1976-78 and the Mitterrandpolicy in France in
1981.In all of these cases, externalconstraintsplayed a significantrole
in limitingthe benefitsof expansion.
These cases suggest that unilateralexpansionary policies may be
difficultto sustainandcostly in termsof inflationandforeignborrowing.
Advocates of coordinationpointout thatif every countryfearsunilateral
expansion, then all can get stuck in a low-level equilibriumeven if all
would like to expand. But it is too facile to jump to the conclusion that
absence of coordination explains much or most of the worldwide
contractionin recent years. When West Germanystuck with contractionarypolicies in 1981at the time of the French expansion, it was not
merely a Germanfear of externalimbalancethat was to blamebut also
Germanfears of rekindlinginflationthroughany demandstimulusat all,
whetheror not matchedfrom abroad.Moreover,there are cases where
countrieshave successfully expandedwithouta currencycollapse, the
most recent being the U.S. expansion since the fourthquarterof 1982.
Perhapsit is the policy mix, as well as the overall policy stance, that
determineswhethera unilateralexpansionis feasible.
In our view, the case for coordinationmustrest on the demonstration
that all countriescan benefit, in terms of their own policy goals, from a
coordinatedpackage of macroeconomicpolicies, and not on the mere
fact that a unilateralexpansion is painful.More precisely, the case for
coordinationmust rest on the demonstrationof a Pareto improvement
in the economic outcome. If German-Frenchcooperationin 1981 had
raised output and inflationin both countries, it may well be true that
France would have been better off relative to French goals, but could
we guaranteethe same for inflation-mindedGermany?
Most formal exercises arguingfor a global policy package miss this
point. A demonstrationthat "globalmultipliers"are higherthan "individual country" multipliersis not a proof of the Pareto improvement
from ajoint reflation.4Similarly,a demonstrationthat a policy package
4. An example of a study comparingsingle-countryand multicountrymultipliersis
FlemmingLarsen, John Llewellyn, and StephenPotter, "InternationalEconomicLinkages," OECDEconomic Studies, no. 1 (Autumn1983),pp. 43-91. The multipliersare
valuablefor macroeconomicforecastingand are suggestive regardingthe gains from
coordinationbut are not in themselves a proof of the Paretoimprovementfrom policy
coordination.
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has "nice outcomes"for severalcountriesis also not sufficient.A widely
publicized Project Link analysis of global reflationshowed that West
Germany,Japan,the United Kingdom,and the United States together
could engineer a noninflationaryrecovery.5But it did not show what
each countrycould do on its own norhow muchgainwas to be hadfrom
coordinationper se (in fact, in the Link model, some countrieson their
own can engineer a recovery with falling prices because some of the
countrymodels suppose thatcyclical productivitygains in recovery are
passed throughto lower prices).
Our goal in this paper is to recast the argumentsfor coordinationin
termsthatconsidereach country'smacroeconomicgoals so thatwe may
evaluate whether the majorcountriescan each raise economic welfare
througha joint policy action. In doing this we spell out the reasons to
believe thatuncoordinatedpolicymakingacross countrieswill indeedbe
inefficient (in the sense that Pareto improvementsare possible); our
reasoning about such policymakingfollows the theoretical work of
Hamada,CanzoneriandGray,Johansen,MillerandSalmon,andSachs.6
We then attempt to measure how large the gains to coordinationare
likely to be. For this purpose, we take two large-scale econometric
models, the JapaneseEconomic PlanningAgency (EPA) model and the
FederalReserve Board'sMulticountrymodel(MCM)as "true" models
5. The analysiswas describedby Bergstenand Kleinin TheEconomist,April23-30,
1983.
6. The pioneeringstudiesin this areaare by KoichiHamadaandinclude"Alternative
Exchange Rate Systems and the Interdependenceof MonetaryPolicies," in RobertZ.
Aliber, ed., National Monetary Policies and the International Financial System (Univer-

sity of ChicagoPress, 1974),pp. 13-33, and "A StrategicAnalysisof MonetaryInterdependence," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 84 (August 1976), pp. 677-99. Recent
studies include MatthewE. Canzoneriand Jo Anna Gray, "Two Essays on Monetary
Policy in an InterdependentWorld,"InternationalFinanceDiscussionPaper219 (Board
of Governorsof the FederalReserveSystem, February1983);LeifJohansen,"A Note on
the Possibilityof an InternationalEquilibriumwith Low Levels of Activity," Journalof
InternationalEconomics,vol. 13(November1982),pp. 257-65; M. MillerandM. Salmon,
"DynamicGamesand the Time Inconsistencyof OptimalPolicies in OpenEconomies,"
paper presented at the National Bureau of Economic Research Conference on the
InternationalCoordinationof EconomicPolicy, August 1983;and JeffreySachs, "InternationalPolicy Coordinationin a DynamicMacroeconomicModel," WorkingPaper1166
(NationalBureauof Economic Research,July 1983).For a recent survey of theoretical
issues, see RichardN. Cooper, "EconomicInterdependenceand Coordinationof Economic Policies," in R. Jones and Peter B. Kenen, eds. Handbook of International
Economics(Amsterdam:North-Holland,forthcoming).
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of the worldandfocus on policy cooordinationamongthe United States,
West Germany,andJapan.
Ourstrategyfor measuringthe gainsfromcoordinationis to compare
two equilibriums:one in which each country's macroeconomicauthorities pursueoptimalpolicies takingas given the actions abroad,and one
in which the authoritiesbargainover a coordinatedpackageof policies.
The firsttype of equilibriumis referredto as a "Nash" or "noncooperative" equilibrium,and the second as a "cooperative"or "bargaining"
equilibrium.We then ask how much each country's welfare (measured
in units of GNP, as described later) is raised in moving from the
noncooperativeto cooperativeequilibrium.
The gains from coordinationin this sense are certainlypresent, but
they appearto be modest, at least when the United States, Germany,
andJapanare the only countriestakingpolicy actions in response to the
coordination.Perhapsthe United States couldgainthe utilityequivalent
of one-halfpercentagepoint of GNP in each of the next few years from
a morecoordinatedexpansion;the West Germangainis aboutthe same,
and the Japanese gain is somewhat higher. It does not appear that
cooperationamong the leading three economies could be the decisive
factor in world recovery. We note later several qualificationsto this
conclusion.Mostimportant,these estimatesignoreanypolicy responses
outside of the United States, Germany,and Japanthat mightarise from
the coordinateddecisions of these threelargecountries.For example, if
German macroeconomicpolicy is matched throughoutthe European
Community(EC), then the gainsto coordinationshouldbe at least twice
as large.
It shouldbe stressed that our measuresreferto only one type of gain
from coordination. We abstract from many other possible gains that
advocates of coordinationoften mention.We assume, for example, that
policymakersknow the "true" model of the world economy and have
perfect knowledge of the actions taken in other countries. Thus, we
abstract from the informationalgains that might emerge from closer
coordinationof policies. Also, we abstractfrom the possible strengthening of political ties that might follow a closer harmonizationof
macroeconomic policies.

Though the major economies are richly linked in commodity and
financialmarkets, the direct effects of commoditytrade on macroeconomicinterdependenceremainsurprisinglysmall;at the core, it is these
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Table 1. Exports and Imports as Share of Country's GNP, 1982
Percent

Tradingpartner

Country

United
West
States Germany Japan

EuroOther
pean
indusCom- trialized Rest of
munity countries world

Totala

United
States
Exports
Imports

...

0.3
0.4

0.7
1.3

1.6
1.4

1.6
1.9

3.1
3.5

7.0
8.1

1.7
2.2

2.9
3.3

0.2
0.8

12.9
12.9

3.1
3.1

7.0
7.4

24.9
26.4

3.4
2.3

0.5
0.2

...
...

1.6
0.7

1.1
1.4

6.8
7.9

13.0
12.3

1.8
1.8

...
...

0.3
0.8

12.8
11.2

4.6
3.2

7.2
6.3

26.6
23.4

0.9
1.7

2.4
3.6

0.2
0.6

8.0
10.2

1.7
2.1

6.3
7.0

17.1
21.4

2.8
2.5

2.0
2.6

0.2
1.0

8.6
9.3

2.9
3.7

6.1
4.6

20.6
21.1

...

European
Community
Exports
Imports

Japan
Exports
Imports

West
Germany
Exports
Imports

France
Exports
Imports

United
Kingdom
Exports
Imports

Source: Data on exports and imports are from International Monetary Fund, Direction of Trade Statistics,
Yearbook 1983 (IMF, 1983); data on GNP and exchange rates are from Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, OECD Economic Outlook, no. 34 (Paris: OECD, 1983).
a. Components may not add to totals because of rounding.

relatively smalltradelinks that conditionour conclusions regardingthe
returnsto coordination.Table 1 shows a merchandisetrade matrixfor
majorindustrializedcountriesandthe rest of the world.Incredibly,total
U.S. merchandiseexportsto the EC amountedin 1982to only 1.6percent
of U.S. GNP and 2.2 percentof EC GNP. Similarly,U.S. importsfrom
the EC amountedto 1.4 percent of U.S. GNP and 1.7 percent of EC
GNP. The simple fact is that although the European economies are
highly open, fully one half of Europeantrade remainswithin Europe,
and of the rest, only about 15 percent is with the United States and 4
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percentwith Japan.Withthese tradelinks, the directdemandeffects of
U.S. stimulus on Germany or of Germany on the United States are
naturallyquite small. A 1 percent increase in U.S. import demand,
leadingto a 1 percentlargerimportvolume fromGermany,would have
a direct effect of raising GermanGNP by 0.02 percent. In this case,
indirecteffects on Germanexport sales of higherU.S. importsfromthe
rest of Europe and elsewhere might triple or quadruplethe demand
effect, but it would still remain rather small. The effects of German
purchaseson the United States are likely to be far smaller.A 1 percent
rise in Germanimportsfromthe United States amountsto 0.003 percent
of U.S. GNP.
Of course U.S. influences on the rest of the world are much more
pronouncedthan such simple multipliercalculationssuggest. The U.S.
dollarremainsthe linchpinof the world monetarysystem. As shown in
table 2, the currencyof denominationof internationalreserves, Eurodollarloans, new issues of Eurobonds,and OPEC portfoliowealth remainsto a far higherextent in U.S. dollarsthanthe U.S. shareof world
GNP would suggest. The special role of the dollar leads to important
asymmetriesbetween the effects of U.S. policies on EuropeandJapan,
and the effects of EuropeanandJapanesepolicies on the United States.
Shifts in the value of the dollarcan have significantincome redistributional effects throughoutthe worldthat may also have importantaggregate demand consequences; changes in the value of the European
currenciesor the Japaneseyen do not have such effects.7Also, by virtue
of the dollar's role in world currency, it appearsthat the United States
can run high budget and current account deficits without a major
depreciationof the dollar, while in Europeand Japan,a similarlevel of
budgetandexternaldeficitswouldprobablycause a significantdepreciation of the currency.Unfortunately,only some of these asymmetriesare
well capturedby the macroeconomicmodels that we employ here.
The rest of the paper is divided into four sections. In the first we
presenta two-countrymacroeconomicmodelto tracethe majorchannels
for macroeconomicpolicy interdependence.The goal is to show how
variousstructuralcharacteristicsdeterminethe effects of one country's
7. Of most importancein recentyears,the sharpappreciationof the U.S. dollarraised
the real value of the less-developedcountries'debts to internationalcommercialbanks
andtherebycontributedto the dropin LDC importsfromthe OECDareain the past two
years.
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Table 2. The Role of the U.S. Dollar in International Finance
Percent in U.S. dollars
Measure

Officialreservesa
Eurodollarloansb
Eurobondissues
OPECreserves (1975-79)

1975

1978

1981

79.4
73.7
47.2
n.a.

76.9
67.6
48.2
60.0

70.6
70.6
80.2
n.a.

24.3

25.0

n.a.

Addendum

U.S. share of world GNP

Source: For official reserves, Eurodollar loans, and Eurobond issues, Peter B. Kenen, "The Role of the Dollar
as an International Currency," Occasional Papers, 13 (New York: Group of 30, 1983), pp. 17, 25, 28; the estimate
of OPEC reserves in dollars is from Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, "Exchange Rates in
Interlink" (Paris: OECD, September 1983), p. 27; the U.S. share of world GNP is from the World Bank Atlas, 1977
and 1980 editions.
n.a. Not available.
a. For all countries.
b. Foreign currency claims on nonresidents reported by European banks.

policies on another;these characteristicsincludethe degree of international asset substitutabilityand the extent of wage indexationin each
economy.
With these cross-country channels explained, we describe in the
second section the logic of macroeconomiccoordination.Two types of
equilibriumsare distinguished:an uncoordinatedpolicy equilibrium,in
which each country selects macroeconomicpolicies while taking the
actionsabroadas given;anda cooperativeequilibrium,in whichpolicies
are a bargainedoutcome among the participatingcountries. We show
thata cooperativeequilibriumwill in generalallow all countriesto reach
a higherlevel of economic welfare.
In the thirdsection of the paper, we use two large-scaleeconometric
models to quantify the gains to a coordinated (or bargained)policy
package relative to the uncoordinatedpolicy settings. Three cases are
examinedhere:the scope for coordinationat the currentmacroeconomic
juncture;the implicationsof a shift in U.S. policy towardfiscal restraint
and monetaryease; and the role for coordinationin the event of another
major rise in oil prices.

In the finalsection of the paperwe discuss some of the weaknesses of
the analysisandsomeof thepossibleshortcomingsof the macroeconomic
models that we employ. We detail variousways in which we may have
understatedor overstatedthe benefits of policy coordinationand point
out some of the greatest uncertaintieslurkingin the parametersof the
underlyingmodels.
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MacroeconomicPolicy under Floating Exchange Rates
Internationallinkages in commodity marketsand financialmarkets
substantiallycomplicatethe standardclosed-economyanalysis of macroeconomic policies. The effect of domestic policies on the domestic
economy ("own-country"multipliers)depends cruciallyon the degree
of capitalmobilitybetween the home countryand the rest of the world
and on the substitutabilityof home and foreign goods in aggregate
demand.The price effects of variouspolicies maybe heavilyaffectedby
exchange rate movements in the wake of policy changes. A fiscal
expansion, for example, may raise output while actually reducing
inflationvia an appreciationof the domestic exchangerate. To illustrate
some of the possible effects of openness on policy effectiveness, we
begin with a simple static model of two economies. Elsewhere we have
studied dynamic perfect-foresightmodels of economies with the same
essential structuredescribedhere, andthe qualitativeconclusionsof the
static model are the same as those of its more appropriatedynamic
counterpart.8In presentingthe model we list only the behavioralequations for the home economy, with the understandingthat comparable
equationshold abroad(an asteriskdenotes foreignvariables).
The domesticeconomy producesan outputQ at priceP. Home output
competes with foreign output Q* at price P*. The exchange rate E will
measureunits of the home currencyper unitof foreigncurrency,so that
increases in E imply a depreciation of the home currency. The real
exchangeratefor the home economy is A = EP*IP, anddemandfor the
home good relativeto the foreigngood will be a risingfunctionof A.
Aggregatedemandat home is the sum of privateabsorption,A (equal
to consumptionplus investmentdemand),governmentspending,G, and
net exports, X - Al:
(1)

Q = A + G + X - AI.

Absorptionis a functionof outputnet of taxes, Q - T, the interest rate
at home, i, and the private sector's wealth, W. In particular,A =
8. See Jeffrey Sachs and CharlesWyplosz, "Real ExchangeRate Effects of Fiscal
Policy," WorkingPaper 1255(NationalBureauof Economic Research,January1984),
andSachsandWyplosz,"La PolitiqueBudgetaireet le Tauxde ChangeReel," inAnnales
de L'INSEE,vol. 53 (January-March1984),pp. 63-91.
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(1 - s)(Q -

1) - vi + 6w, where s is the marginal propensity to save

out of currentdisposable income and 8 is the marginalpropensity to
consume out of financialwealth. Real privatewealth, W, is the sum of
the real value of home bonds, B, and foreign bonds, B*, held by the
domestic private sector. Let b = B/P and b* = B*IP*. Then W = B/P
+ EB*/P = b + Ab*.

Privateabsorptionis dividedbetween home goods, CH, and imports,
so thatA = CH + AIP,whereIPis private-sectorimports.In particular,
F = ([A)A-P, where [ is the marginalpropensityto importout of total
absorptionand p is the real exchange rate elasticity of importdemand.
The governmentis assumedto importwith a constantmarginalpropensity riG. Thus, AIG= iGG. The total value of importsis thereforeA(IF
+ IG), which equals ([A)A1-P + [iGG. Similarly, exports, X, equal
([*A*)Ap* + ",G* AG*.
Next, we turnto aggregatesupplyandprice level determination.The
consumerprice level, Pc, is a geometricallyweighted average of home
and foreign goods prices, with PC = PK (P*E)(l K). Denoting the logarithmsof upper-caseprice variablesby lower-case variables,we have:
-

Pc =

(2)

Kp +

(I -

K)(e

+ p*).

Note as well thatp, may be written as p, = p + (1 - K)X,where X =
log(A). Thus, a real-exchange-ratedepreciationraises consumerprices
at a given level of domestic prices. The (log) wage is a function of the
consumerprice level and the outputlevel:
w = otpc + yQ.

(3)

Domestic prices are takento be a fixed markupover domesticwages, so
that
p =w.

(4)

The model is completed by specifying the asset marketequilibrium
conditions. First, demand for (log) real money balances m - p is a

functionof outputand nominalinterestrates in a standardequationfor
the transactionsdemandfor money:
(5)

m - p = pQ-

i.

The bond marketequilibriumconditions are particularlyimportant
for the workingsof fiscalpolicy. Home andforeignwealthholdersdivide
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theirportfoliosbetween home andforeignbonds based on relativerates
of returnof the two assets. For simplicitywe assumethatwealthholders
at home and abroadhave identicalportfoliopreferencesandthus divide
their wealth between home and foreign bonds in proportionse and
(1 - 4) with an adjustment according to relative rates of return. With
static expectationsthe rates of returndifferby i - i*, andworlddemand
for the home asset is writtenas
(6)

bT = 4(W + AW*) + u(i - i*).

Here, bT is the real total governmentdebt outstanding,which is divided
between home, b, and foreign holdings, bf, and oais the degree of asset
substitutability.A crucialasymmetrybetween the United States and all
other countriesin the world involves the parameteri. The U.S. dollar
is the preeminentinternationalasset, and we have cited evidence to
show that this preeminentrole has remaineddespite the decliningU.S.
shareof the worldreal economy. The presumptionthereforeis that aus
>> 4 OECD, where 4OECD iS the marginalpropensityto hold wealth in the
currenciesof the other OECDeconomies. We shall see shortlythat the
size of e has strongimplicationsfor the impactof fiscal policy.
In a dynamicmodel,the supplyof bondsbTwouldequalthe cumulation
of government deficits through time, net of changes in central bank
holdingsof the public debt. In this static model, we simplyassume that
initialoutstandingdebt is zero, so that bT equals G - T, the contemporaneous government deficit. Similarly,household wealth would equal
the cumulationof privatesavings, adjustedfor capitalgains and losses.
Here, we set W equal to contemporaneous private saving Q - T - A

(see the Sachs and Wyplosz papers cited in note 8 for the corresponding equations in a dynamic setting). Note that under our
assumptions, W + AW* equals (Q- T-A) + A(Q* - T* -A*), which in
turn equals bT + Ab*T.

Thefullmodelis shownin table3 (withonly home-countryequations).
The trade equations and the bond marketequilibriumcondition have
been linearizedaroundan initialequilibriumof X = 0 (that is, A = 1)
and b*T = 0. The importdemandequationI = (1iA)A-P + ,iGG/A becomes I = - (pLAo + ,iGGo)X + VA + jiGG. The export demand equation X = ([*A*)AP* + [LG*AG*becomes X = (p*[*A* + LG*Go*)X +
>*A* + iG*G*. Last, the trade balance X - AI becomes TB =

12
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Table 3. The Two-Country Model
Equationsa

Demand
Aggregate demand
Net exports
Absorption
Real private wealth

Exportdemand
Import demand

=
=
=
=
X =
I =

Q
NX
A
W

A + G + NX
X - Al
(1 - s)(Q - I) - vi + 8W
Q - T- A
(p*[f*A* + [G* Go) A + [.*A* + p,G*G*
- (ppAo + pLGGo) X + pA + pLGG

Prices
Real exchange rate

A = p* + e - p

Price level (home good)

p = w

Wage level

w = cxpc+ yQ
Pc = Kp + (1 - K)(p* + e)

Consumerprice level
Asset markets
Money demand

Domestic bond supply
Bond marketequilibrium

m - p = (pQ - p3i
bT = G - T
i - i* = [(1- 4)bT- 4b*T](l1k)
Definitionsa

A Absorptionof the private sector
Stock of domestic bonds
e log (Nominalexchange rate)
G Fiscal expenditurein home goods
units
I Importdemand
i Interestrate
m log (Money demand)
NX Net exports in home goods units
bT

p
p.
Q
T
W
w
X
A
A

log (Home price)
log (Consumerprice)
Output
Taxes
Real wealth
log (Nominalwage)
Export demand
Real exchange rate
log (Real exchange rate)

a. Equations apply to the home country. Asterisks denote foreign-country variables. Symmetric equations apply
to the foreign country.

*
- (1 - pA) +
(IG*G*
p)pAo]X + (>*A*
[p*F*A + FIG*G*
(1 p)[LAo]is the partial effect of
FGG). The term [p* *A* + [iG*G*
A on TB and is hereafterdenoted E. For [*A* = pAoand G* = 0, the
termis positive if andonly if p + p*> 1, whichis the traditionalMarshallLernerconditionfor the effectiveness of a devaluation.Most empirical
studies suggestthat aTB/axis negativeover a shorthorizon(six months)
followinga devaluationbut is positive afterwardas tradevolumes adjust
to relative price changes. We ignore this so-called J-curve effect and
hereafterassume E > 0.9
9. In the EPA modelandthe MCM,whichwe use laterin the paper,the J-curveeffect
is typicallyeliminatedin one to threequarters,andin spiteof a currentaccountworsening
on impact,an exchangeratedepreciationis typicallyexpansionaryon impact.
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Table4. PolicyMultipliersin the Two-CountryModela
dQ
dm

dX
dm

Monetarypolicy
dpc dQ* dp*
dm dm dm

dNX
dm

dQ
dG

dX
dG

Fiscal policy
dpc dQ* dp* dNX
dG
dG
dG dG

Fixed
pricesb
cr=0
cr = 0

+

+

+

-

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

+

_

_

+

+

-

+
?
+

+

+

+

+

+

+
?+

+

+

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Foreign
indexationc
cr=
cr =

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

?

-

-

+

+

-

+

+

+

-

Domestic
indexationd
cr=0
0
=
0

Source: Derived from equations in the text; detailed calculations available from the authors.

a. See definitionsof variablesin table 3 and equation3; (udenotesasset substitutability.
= * = 0.
b. a = ao =
c. ot =

d.

y = 0; a* = 1, y* > 0.
= y= 0; a = 1, y > 0.

The short-runeffects of a bond-financedfiscal expansion (dG > 0,
dT = 0) and a monetaryexpansion (dm > 0) are shown in table 4. For
each set of policies, three cases are compared. First, we have the
standard Mundell-Flemingassumptions of fixed prices (that is, no
contemporaneousindexing)with perfect or zero asset substitutability.
Second, we assume full foreign indexation (ox*= 1, y* > 0) but still
maintainfixed prices domestically.Third,we considerthe inverse case
of full domestic indexationand fixed foreignprices.
Monetary expansion is the easiest policy to consider. For ox< 1,
output and consumer prices necessarily rise. The nominal and real
exchangerate depreciate.The well-knownlesson with regardto indexation is that a rise in indexation(higherox)reduces the output gain and
increases the price consequences of the monetary expansion. In the
extreme case where ox= 1, the monetaryexpansion raises prices and
the nominalexchangerate in equiproportion(keepingthe real exchange
rate constant)and has no effect on the outputlevel at home or abroad.
In effect, constant real wages prevent a depreciationof the home real
exchangerate.
For the foreign country, the degree of wage indexationox*is crucial
to the effects of a rise in m. In the Mundell-Flemingmodel, with cx*= 0,
a home monetaryexpansionreducesforeignincome andforeignprices.
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This is the traditionalbeggar-thy-neighborinterpretationof flexible
exchangerates. The home expansioncauses the domesticexchangerate
to depreciate,shiftingdemandfromforeignto domestic goods. Foreign
demanddropsandoutputfalls. At the same time, the home depreciation
reducesthe othercountry'simportprices, andthusthe foreignconsumer
price index. In summary,dQ*Idm< 0 and dpc*dm< 0. In this view,
tight monetarypolicies in the United States shouldbe expected to raise
Europeanoutputand prices via the appreciationof the dollar.
Once we allow the foreign CPI to feed back into w* and p*, the
simplicity of the first story is lost; now, a home monetary expansion
helps to slow foreignwage andpriceinflationvia the changein currency
values, and the real depreciationof the home currencyis diminished.
With prices fixed, a change in e changesp* + e - p in equal amount.
Withforeign wage indexing,however, a rise in e now causes p* to fall,
so that the foreigncountry'scompetitiveloss (whichis measuredby the
rise inp* + e - p) is diminished.Meanwhile,the foreigncountryenjoys
the expansionarydemandeffects of lower world interest rates brought
about by the home monetaryexpansion. Formal analysis leads to the
followingconclusionsin the static model. Whenox*is low, dQ*Idm< 0;
when ox*is near 1.0, dQ*Idm> 0. In fact there exists a thresholddegree
of indexing, c*, such that dQ*Idm > 0 if and only if ox*> cx*. Moreover,
if y* is small, then for all ox*,dp*Idm < 0. Thus, with very high wage

indexationin Europe, a restrictiveU.S. monetarypolicy mightactually
raise prices and lower outputabroadand thus be a stagflationaryshock.
Fiscal policy effects are more subtle than monetarypolicy effects,
since the degree of asset substitutabilitynow plays an importantrole.
When a = oo,then the own-countryeffects of a fiscal expansion are to
raise output and appreciatethe currency. Prices may rise or fall, since
on the one handhigheroutputtends to raise prices in the amountydQ,
while on the other hand currency appreciationreduces import prices
and the CPI. With indexation, the reduction in import prices feeds
throughto domestic wages and prices.
The effect on foreign output and prices is ambiguous, depending
heavilyon the extent of foreignwage indexation.When(x*= 0, as in the
traditionalMundell-Flemingmodel, then dQ*IdG> 0, and dpC*dG> 0:
the domestic expansion raises foreign outputand prices. The reason is
straightforward.The home currency appreciation causes aggregate
demandto shift towardthe foreign good. The expansion "spills over"
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to foreign output. Foreignprices rise for two reasons: the direct effect
of Q*andthe impactof the domesticappreciationon theforeigncountry's
import prices. When o* is large, it might well be that dQ*IdG< 0.
Without indexing, the domestic nominal appreciation causes a real
appreciation,and a shift in demandabroad.Withindexing,the nominal
appreciationcauses foreignwages to rise when importprices increase.
As e falls, p* rises, so thatp* + e - p changeslittle. Thus, the rise in G
does not cause as much (or any) real exchange rate appreciation,and
demanddoes not shiftto the foreigncountry.Meanwhile,higherG raises
world interest rates, depressing foreign demand. On balance, if the
contractionaryinterest rate effect is dominant,dQ*IdG< 0. Since pc*
willtendto rise becauseof the homenominalexchangerateappreciation,
we may see dQ*IdG< 0 and dp*IdG> 0. In this case, a U.S. fiscal
expansionwould be a stagflationaryshock to the Europeaneconomies.
Once we allow for imperfect asset substitutability,most of these
effects can be reversed. A fiscal expansion causes the risk premiumon
home assets to rise because the increasein bT relativeto b*T leads to an
ex ante excess supply of domestic bonds. The partialeffect of a rise in
bT is twofold. As portfolio holders attempt to shift from domestic to
foreignassets at the initiallevels of the exchangerate and interestrates,
domesticbondpricesaredrivendownandforeignbondpricesare driven
up, so that i - i* rises. Also, the shift towardforeignbonds causes the
exchange rate to depreciate, which helps restore portfolio equilibrium
for two reasons. First, the domestic depreciationreduces the share of
portfoliowealth devoted to home assets (which were initiallyin excess
supply); second, the depreciationraises the expectation of a future
appreciationof the home currency,increasingthe demandfor the home
asset.
These partialeffects of the portfolioshift can be addedto the effects
of fiscal policy under perfect asset substitutabilityto find the overall
effect of a fiscal expansion when a < oo.On the one hand, the fiscal
expansionraises demandfor home goods and therebytends to cause an
appreciation;on the other hand, the rise in bT causes i to rise, reduces
the demandeffect, and tends to cause a depreciation.In fact, the sum of
the effects is ambiguous.The greateris a, the more likely is an output
expansionand currencyappreciation;the smalleris a, the morelikely is
a contraction(due to rising interest rates) and a currencydepreciation
(due to the excess supply in portfoliowealth of bT, and the consequent
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shift in foreignbonds). The depreciationand contractiondo not necessarily go hand in hand. For reasonable parametervalues, the fiscal
expansioncanraiseoutputwhilesimultaneouslyinducinga depreciation.
The slope of the LMcurve(1p/1)is anotherdeterminantof the exchange
rate effect of fiscal expansion. When 1p/1
is large (thatis, the LM curve
is steep), the fiscal expansion necessitates a large rise in i in order to
equatemoney supplyand demandat the initialexchangerate. The large
increase in i needed to clear the money marketcontributesto an excess
demand for home bonds, which tends to cause a capital inflow and
exchangerate appreciation.
The implicationsof low a for cross-countrymultipliersare similarly
ambiguous.When ox*is very low (so that nominalwages are rigid), the
absence of high capital mobilitycan make dQ*IdGturnnegative. With
low a, the home currencydepreciates,and demandno longerspills over
to the other country.Althoughforeigninterestrates fall, because of the
portfolio shift towardsb*T,the expansionaryeffects of the decline in i*
are smallerthan the demandeffects of the home country depreciation.
When ox*is high (so that real wages are rigid),then the home country's
nominaldepreciationdoes not have much effect on the real exchange
rate. As e rises, p* falls, so that p* + e - p remains substantially
unchanged.Then, the foreign country does not lose much in external
competitiveness, but it gains by the reductionin interest rates. In this
case, dQ*IdGis morelikely to be positive.
It is importantto notethatthe higheris the world'smarginalpropensity
to hold domestic bonds out of wealth (e), the more likely is a currency
appreciationfollowing a fiscal expansion. At initial interest rates and
exchange rate, a rise in b causes supplyof home bonds to rise by b and
demand to rise by 4b. Thus, the excess supply of home bonds
is (1 - a)b, and the interest rate differential, i - i*, must rise by
(1/a)(1 - i)b. Evidently, the larger is 4, the smaller is the necessary

increasein the interestratedifferential,andthe morelikely is a currency
appreciationfollowinga fiscal expansion. The fact thate is largefor the
United States and small for all other majorcurrenciesis an important
factor in explainingwhy a U.S. fiscal expansiontends to strengthenthe
dollarwhile a similarexpansionin France,West Germany,Japan,or the
United Kingdomis perceivedto weakenthe currency.We returnto this
point in the empiricalevidence below.
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SOME

LONG-RUN

EFFECTS

OF

MACROECONOMIC

POLICIES

Long-runeffects of monetaryandfiscalpolicy maydiffersubstantially
fromthe short-runeffects. First, in the long run, prices adjustto restore
full employment,so thatall long-rundemandeffects of m, G, and Tshow
in prices ratherthan output. But less obvious, permanentchanges in G
and T lead to long-run changes in the economy's net international
investment position, and thereforein the long-runreal exchange rate.
Interestingly,these long-runeffects can move in the directionopposite
to that of the short-runeffects.
To discuss this issue, we must be clear on the meaning of "longrun" policies. First, we redefinebT, G, and T to be in units per potential
GNP, which is assumedto grow at the exogenous rate n. The evolution
of public debt now is governed by bT+1 = (1 + r - n)bfT + (G - 1).
Assumingthat real interestrates, r, exceed an economy's trendgrowth
rate, n, then a permanentrise in G for given T is not feasible. If G is
raisedpermanentlyabove To(with bT = 0), then bTwould grow without
bound. Eventually government debt servicing alone would exceed
nationalproduct.The government'slong-runbudgetconstraintrequires
that bTremainbounded. One feasible policy, which we study here, is a
choice of Gtand T,such thatthe deficitrelativeto potentialGNP remains
constantat some level.
A fixea deficit, G + rbT- T, leads to a steady-statedebt/GNPratio
of (lIn)(G + rbT - 7). For an economy growingat 3 percent per year,
for example, a permanentrise in the deficit of 1 percent of GNP (for
given r) leads to a steady-state increase of bT of (0.01/0.03) = 1/3 (for
example, a rise in the debt/GNPratiofrom0.0 to 0.33). Of course, many
combinationsof G and T can stabilize the deficit at a particularlevel.
The policy thatwe study is one in which G is permanentlyraisedat time
zero by dG, and taxes are thereafteradjusted in line with rising debt
servicingso thatthe overalldeficitrelativeto GNP remainspermanently
higherby the amountdG. Moreover,to keep the story simple,we assume
thatthe realinterestrateis fixed(forexample,determinedfromabroad).
(A rise in r after the fiscal expansion would merely amplifythe results
that we find below.) Then the change in taxes, dT, follows the path of
changingdebt, dbT:
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dTt = rdbT.

(7)

WhenG rises, taxes are initiallyunchanged.As debt accumulates,taxes
are raised to service the increased debt payments. Long-run debt
obligationsrise in the amount(1In)dG,so that in the long run taxes rise
in the amount rln. Assuming, as we do, that r > n, then dTIdG =
rln > 1. Eventually, taxes rise by more than dG, even though the
governmentdeficitis maintainedforever. It is easy to show thatprivatesector financialwealthfalls, in the steady state, as follows. 10
dW = - [(srln)I(8 - r + n)]dG < 0.

(8)

The rest of the world ends up holding the entire increase in national
governmentdebt, and then some, since private-sectorholdingsof debt
actually drop. In the long run, the home economy must run trade
surplusesto service this increasein debt held abroad.
Because of the rise in taxes and the fall in wealth, privatespendingA
falls by morethanthe rise in G:I1
(9) dA = [(rln)I(8 - r + n)][(8 - r + n) + s(r - n)](- dG) < -dG.
The rise in G raises aggregatedemandfor the home good in the amount
(1 - [iG)dG. On the other hand, domestic private spending on home
goods falls by (1 - [)dA. The real exchange rate must depreciate in
the long run to raise demandfor home goods as long as [(1 - [)dA +
(1 - FGP)dG]
is negative. Moreprecisely,
dX =

(10)
For

L - FG,

-

(l/E)[(1 - V)dA + (1 -

jfG)dG].

there is a long-runreal depreciation,while for

L?>>

G,

A

will appreciate.12
10. A = (1 - s) (Q - T) - vr + 6W, and W = (1 + r - n) W + Q - T - A. WithQ
and r fixed, we can solve for dW as a functionof dT: dW = - [sl(8 - r + n)] dT. Since
dT = (rln)dG,we arriveat equation8 in the text.
MdW.
Now substitute
11. SinceA = (1 - s)(Q - T) - vr + 8W,dA = -(1 - s)dT+
dT = (rln)dGandequation8 to arriveat equation9.
12. The fiscalexpansionhas two effects: reducingaggregatedomesticabsorptionand
shiftingthe structureof absorptionbetween home andforeigngoods. The fall in A tends
to cause a long-rundepreciation.A shift in the structureof absorptiontowardthe home
goodtendsto cause an appreciation.When[L = fG,only the absorptioneffect is operative,
because the marginalpropensitiesto importof the privateand public sectors are equal.
Therefore,when pL= pLG, theremustbe a long-rundepreciation.For 11> FGtheremaybe
an appreciation,becausethe fiscalexpansionserves to shiftdemandtowardhomegoods.
See Sachs andWyplosz, "RealExchangeRate Effects."
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Inthis context, then, considerthe effects of sustainingthe U.S. budget
deficits for a prolongedperiod into the future, holdingthe deficit/GNP
ratio constant, and taking the optimistic case that real interest rates
remain constant. As interest payments on the debt mount, taxes will
have to be raised merely to service the debt. As taxes rise, domestic
absorptionwill fall, and eventuallythe fall in A must exceed the rise in
G. As long as L - AG, the net effect of fallingA and rising G will be an
excess supplyof U.S. goods. A realexchangeratedepreciationwill then
be necessary to maintaindemandequalto output. Thus, while the fiscal
expansionappreciatesthe dollarin the shortrun,it depreciatesthe dollar
in the long run.
EVIDENCE
WEST

ON

GERMANY,

POLICY
AND

MULTIPLIERS

IN

THE

UNITED

STATES,

JAPAN

We have seen that the magnitudeof effects of monetaryand fiscal
policies on home and foreign variablesdepends on several parameters
such as those measuringthe degree of asset substitutability,the wage
responsiveness to price changes, and the interest elasticity of money
demand.It is beyond our capacity in this paperto provide independent
evidence on each of these variables. Instead we rely heavily on the
evidence contained in several large-scale multicountrymodels. The
major conclusions from this evidence are as follows: (1) monetary
expansion causes a much largerdepreciationof the currencythan does
fiscal expansion per unit of GNP increase; (2) the United States is the
only large country that shows a systematic tendency toward currency
appreciationfollowinga bond-financedfiscalexpansion;(3)fiscalexpansion has a smaller effect on prices than does monetaryexpansion per
unit of GNP increase as a result of their differentialimpact on the
exchange rate; and (4) fiscal expansion has a largereffect on current
accountdeficitsthandoes monetaryexpansionperunitof GNP increase,
also as a resultof the differentialeffects on the exchangerate.
The normalizedown- andcross-countrymultipliersfor monetaryand
fiscalpolicy are shown in table 5 (forthe MCM)andtable 6 (forthe EPA
model). The policies are scaled to produceone unit of GNP increase in
the expandingcountry. The multipliersare measuredas averages for a
two-year period: GNP is measuredas a percentagedeviationfrom the
baseline;inflationis the percentage-pointincrease relative to baseline;
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and the current-account/GNPratio (currentaccount ratio)is measured
as an absolute differencefrom the baseline. The monetarypolicy is a
percentage-pointreduction in the central bank discount rate, and the
fiscal policy is an increaseof 1 percentof GNP in fiscal expenditureson
goods and services. For the fiscal expansion, the monetary stance is
characterizedby an unchangedmoney base. In table 5, for example, we
see that a 3.64 percentagepoint cut in the U.S. discountrate, sustained
for two years, is estimatedto raise U.S. GNP by 1 percent, raise U.S.
inflationby 0.18 percentagepoints, and lower the U.S. currentaccount
shareof GNP by 0.02 percent, all averagedover two years.
Examiningfirst the own-countryeffects of monetarypolicy, we see
that monetary policy is more inflationarythan fiscal policy, and with
only one exception(Japan,in the MCM),fiscalpolicy has a considerably
largereffect on externaldeficitsthandoes monetarypolicy. The models
also all show thata monetaryexpansioncauses a currentaccountdeficit.
Thisfindingwillproveimportantin ourdiscussionof policycoordination.
These differingeffects of M (monetarypolicy) and G (fiscal policy)
work in largepartthroughthe exchangerate. The normalizedexchange
rate multipliersfor the MCMand the EPA and OECD Interlinkmodels
are shownin table7. In every case, a monetaryexpansioncauses a larger
depreciationthandoes a fiscal expansion.The United States stands out
as the only country with a tendency toward appreciationfollowing a
fiscal expansion. According to descriptionsof the models, this asymmetry has two causes, and they are in line with our earlierdiscussion.
First, all of the models incorporatean asymmetryin portfoliocomposition that gives a high marginalpropensityto hold U.S. dollars out of
financialwealth. Second, the econometric estimates of the monetary
system all finda more steeply sloped LM curve (thatis, a lower interest
elasticity of money demand)in the United States than elsewhere. We
saw earlier that an inelastic demand for money favors a currency
appreciationfollowinga fiscal expansion.
The differentialimpact of M and G on inflation(-r) and the current
account ratio (CA) suggests how differentmixes of policy can achieve
various targets among output (Q), inflation, and external balance.
Suppose that Q = M + G, -n = mnM + g1G, and CA = m2M + g2G,
with ml > g1 > 0, and g2 < m2 < 0. If the goal is to change inflationby

< 0 without reducing output, it can be broughtabout by a fiscal
zA-rr
expansionand monetarycontraction,such that
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Table7. NormalizedPolicyMultipliersfor the ExchangeRate in the Economic
PlanningAgency,Multicountry,and InterlinkModelsa
Country
acting, and
policy

EconomicPlanning
Agency model
Size of Exchange
policy rate effect

Multicountrymodel
Size of Exchange
policy rate effect

Interlinkmodel
Exchange
rate effect

Size of
policy

UnitedStates
Monetary
Fiscal

4.08
0.48

- 1.84
- 0.02

3.64
0.83

- 1.91
0.49

8.00
0.64

--4.80
0.29

Japan
Monetary
Fiscal

2.50
0.64

-6.82
- 1.63

2.67
0.71

- 1.07
-0.45

6.67
0.59

-5.00
-0.15

WestGermany
Monetary
Fiscal

1.11
0.51

- 2.82
- 1.42

4.44
1.03

- 4.00
- 1.17

4.00
0.80

- 3.30
-0.02

Source: A. Amano, "Exchange Rate Simulations: A Comparative Study," European Economic Reviewv(forthcoming).
a. See table 5, note a. For Japan and Germany, the exchange rate is dollars per unit of national currency; for the
United States, it is the trade-weighted effective exchange rate. A negative sign indicates a depreciation.

(O1)

A\M = A'/\ (mI - g 1) < ?
AG = -?AM> O.

If the goal is to improvethe tradebalancewithouta loss of output, then
there shouldbe a monetaryexpansionwith fiscal contraction:
(12)

A\M= ACA/(m2 AG = -zAM< O.

g2) >

0

This simpleillustrationsuggeststhatthe Reaganadministration'smix of
expansionaryfiscalpolicy andcontractionarymonetarypolicy, fromthe
U.S. viewpointalone, may makesense if the principaltargetsare output
growth and reduced inflation, ratherthan output growth with current
accountbalance.
Several systematic conclusions emergefrom the cross-countrymultipliers. In both the MCM and the EPA model, the short-runwage
responsiveness is too low to reverse the Mundell-Flemingconclusion
that fiscal policy is positively transmitted.Similarly,the cross-country
effect of monetarypolicy is negative(as in the Mundell-Flemingmodel)
or, if positive,generallyquitesmall.Inallcases, a foreignfiscalexpansion
improvesthe home currentaccount and raises (or leaves unchanged)
domestic prices. The implied price rise per unit of GNP increase is
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smaller than occurs with a domestic expansion because the exchange
rateconsequencesaregenerallybetterif the othercountryengineersthe
expansion.

The other point about the multipliersis that while the United States
has some effect on West Germanyand Japan, the reverse effects are
somewhat smaller in view of the relative sizes of the economies.
Naturally, this will make it harder to interest the United States in a
coordinatedpolicy program,as the followingsection shows.

The Coordinationof MacroeconomicPolicies
In the absence of competitive markets, there is no reason to expect
that individualswill fully exploit theirgainsfromtrade.This conclusion
is most strikingand obvious in the case of pureexternalities,where the
failureof a marketto exist leads to overproductionof social harms(such
as pollution) or underproductionof social goods. It is not surprising,
therefore,that in the realmof macroeconomicpolicymaking,where no
marketsfor policies exist, there may be unexploitedopportunitiesfor
countriesto "trade" macroeconomicpolicies that could leave all countries closer to theirmacroeconomictargets.The goal of this section is to
discover whatit is thatcountriescan offereach otherin "packagedeals"
that swap macroeconomicpolicies.
Before turning to that question, we should note an unavoidable
limitation to our analysis. Once it is recognized that countries have
policy actions thatcan be offeredto othersin exchangefor policy moves
fromabroad,thereis reallyno reasonfor assumingthatmacroeconomic
policies mustbe swappedonly for macroeconomicpolicies, as opposed,
for example, to tradeor securityconcessions. The possibilityof negotiatinga packageof internationalmoves and agreementsacross a variety
of fields is beyond our scope. Our focus here is on the gains from
cooperationpurelywithinthe macroeconomicrealm.
We use the classic Tinbergentargets-and-instruments
framework,as
adaptedto a multicountryenvironmentby Niehans, Cooper, and especially Hamada.3 Recent workin this areaincludesJohansen,Canzoneri
13. Jurg Niehans, "Monetaryand Fiscal Policies in Open Economies under Fixed
ExchangeRates:An OptimizingApproach,"Journalof Political Economy,vol. 76, part
2 (July/August1968),pp. 893-920; RichardN. Cooper, "MacroeconomicPolicy Adjust-
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and Gray, Miller and Salmon, and Sachs (see note 6). Consider an
n-countryworld economy, where each of the n countries has m policy
targets. For country i, call the vector of targets Ti, which equals the
m-tuple (Ti, Ti,. . ., Tm).The country has l controls (policy instruments),
with the vector of controlsCi = (Ci, Q, . . ., Cl). The macro-authorities
choose Ciin orderto maximizea welfarefunction Ui(Ti).
In an interdependentworld, each country's Ti will be a function of
the controlsettingsin all of the countries,andof a set of exogenousvariables L:
(13)

Ti = Fi(C1, C2,

.

.*,

Cn, L).

In a dynamic setting, Ti will also be a function of the "inherited
conditions" of the world economy in any period, defined by a state
vector S:
(14)

Ti = Fi(C', C2, .

. .,

Cn, S, L).

In this case, policymakerswill also have to take into accountthe effects
of their actions today on future values of S. (In dynamic rational
expectations models, Tiwill also be a functionof anticipatedlevels of C
andL in the future.)
To formalize the idea of unexploitedgains from trade, we describe
uncoordinatedpolicymakingas a situationinwhicheachcountrychooses
its policy instrumentswhile takingas given the actions selected in the
othern - 1 countries.Thus, in this case, no attemptis madeto tradeoff
an action at home for an actionabroad,because all of the actions abroad
are assumed to be given. This so-called Nash equilibriumis formalized
as follows. A Nash equilibriumis an n-tuple (C1N, C2N, . . ., CnN) such
that for all countries i, CiN maximizes Ui(Ti)with respect to Ci, given
that
Ti = Fi(CIN, C2N

,

C(i- I)N, Ci, C(i+ l)N, ...

.,

Cn]V).

This formulationof each country's problem assumes away one very
basic reasonfor internationalcooperation:the exchangeof information.
mentin InterdependentEconomies," QuarterlyJournalof Economics,vol. 83 (February
1969),pp. 1-24; and Hamada,"AlternativeExchangeRate Systems" and "A Strategic
Analysis."
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In a Nash equilibrium,every country knows exactly what every other
countryis doing, and all policymakersagreeon the "true" model. Even
opponents of active internationalpolicy coordinationgenerally recognize the need for the internationalexchange of informationon policy
choices.
The importantfact abouta Nash equilibriumis thatit is rarelyefficient
(orParetooptimal),in the sense thatat least some countriescan be made
betteroff withoutany countriesbeing madeworse off by an alternative
choice of policy instruments.This fact can be most simplyillustratedin
the two-economy case where each economy has a single policy instrument. When the foreign country (country2) chooses its optimalpolicy
C2, it sets aU2/aC2 = 0. However, for the home country, aU1/aC2 will
generally not equal zero. Then, a change in C2 can (to a first-order
approximation)leave foreignwelfare unchangedwhile raisingutility at
home. Considera change in policy mix dC2 = W(aU1/aC2),where w is a
smallpositive number.We calculatethe resultingchanges in Ul and U2,
to a first order, as dU1 = (aU1/aC2)dC2and dU2 = (aU2/dC2)dC2.Thus
while dU2 = 0
with dC2 = w(aU1/dC2),we see that dU1 = W(aU1/aC2)2
(since aU2/aC2 equals 0). Since we can make the same calculationfor
the home country's policy, it is easy to see that a change in dC1 =
W(aU2/aC1)and dC2 = W(aU1/aC2)will leave both countries better off
thanin the Nash, noncooperativeequilibrium.
It should be noted that when C2is perturbed,thereby raising Ul and
leaving U2 unchangedto a firstorder,foreignutility U2 is in fact reduced
to a second order. This is because, to a second-orderapproximation,
+ ?/2[a2(U2)/(aC2)2](dC2)2,
and at the originalNash
dU2 = (aU2/aC2)dC2
equilibrium[a2(U2)/(aC2)2] < 0. This explains why country 2 cannot
simply do country 1 a "favor" by perturbingC2. Country 1 gains a lot,
but country 2 still does lose a little. Only a joint policy of dC1and dC2
gives both countriesa first-orderwelfareimprovement.
A simple diagramcan help to clarify the argumentfor coordination.
In figure 1, we drawthe indifferencecurves for countries 1 and 2 in (Cl,
C2) space. The figureis drawnunder the assumptionthat a U2/aCl and
aU1/aC2 are both positive. At the Nash equilibrium,N, C1is chosen to
maximize Ul given C2N, so that the indifferencecurve for 1 is horizontal
at N (that is, aU1/aCl = 0); similarly the indifference curve for 2 is
verticalat N. Now, when C' is changedin the directionW(aU2/aCI),the
. For smallchanges, d Ul'
domestic controlis moved by the vector dCO
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Figure 1. The Geometry of Policy Coordination
C2
Uh \

RisingU2

dC2

I

~~~E

C, + dC2
N

dC

t

Rising

U'

Cl

Oand dU2 > 0 (actually, Ul falls by a second-orderterm, while U2 rises
by a first-orderterm).The verticalvector in the figurerepresentsdC2. A
smallrise in C2leads to dU' > 0 and dU2 0O.A cooperativeequilibrium
would be given by a sum of vectors dC1and dC2,shown as the upwardslopingvector at point N. It clearly moves into a regionof joint welfare
improvement.The region between the two indifferencecurves U' and
describes the entire set of policy moves that are Pareto improving
UIN
vis-a-vis N. Note that at point E, the indifferencecurves of 1 and 2 are
tangent.As we shall note momentarily,no movementof Cl and C2 from
E can be Paretoimproving,so E is an efficientpolicy equilibrium.
Thus,the gainsfromcooperationareachievedbecauseuncoordinated
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policies leave cross-country policy effects like aUl/laC? nonzero, while
own-country policy effects are set to zero. Let us look at aUll/C? more
closely to see the particular circumstances in which aUl/laC? might

(inadvertently)be equal to zero. In fact aU1/laC?= (aU1/aT1)(aT1/aC?).
That is, the effect of

Ci

on Ul is given by the effects of

Ci

on the targets

in country 1, multipliedby the marginalwelfare effects of T1 on Ul.
Thereare three majorways in which this total effect may be zero. Most
directly, aT'/aC?mightequal zero because there is no effect of country
2's policies on the foreign target variables. The economies are simply
decoupled, at least for that policy instrument.
Second, the effects of Ci on 7Pmightbe the same as the effects of a
linear combinationof country l's own controls on its own targets, so
that aT1/aC? = EL= Xi(aT1/aC). In this case, country 1 can undo any
effects of C2 on its targets. Since in its own optimizationprogramit sets
(aU1/aTD)(aT1/aC) = 0 for i = 1, . . ., 1, we see immediately that
= 0. This is a crucial
(aU1/aT1)(aT1/aC?)= El= Xi(aU1/aT1)(aT1/aCQ)

point: the inefficiency of uncoordinatedpolicymakingarises not from
the mere fact of interdependence,but because one country's policies
affect another's targets in a way that is (linearly) distinct from that
country's abilitiesto affect its own targets.
The third, and least interesting way, that aUl/laC? may equal zero is

that country 1 has, on its own, enoughpolicy instrumentsto reach all of
its targets. Define the "bliss" point for country 1 as the m-tuple T
(TI, TI, . ., T ) such that U(TI) > U(TI) for all other possible values of
the targets. At the bliss point, aUV/WT= 0 as a propertyof an optimum.
= (aU1/aT1)(aT1/aC)
= 0. If the home country has
Thus at T,, aU1/laC?
reachedits bliss point, it does not care about smallperturbationsin C2,
since these will have (at most) second-orderconsequences for national
welfare.
Perturbationargumentsat the Nash equilibriumestablisha direction
of movement of the policy variablesthat leaves both countries better
off. Such argumentsdo not, however, establishthe distancethatpolicies
should be moved. At what point is a furthercoordinatedmovement of
policies futile?We definea vector of policies (Cl, C2)as efficientif there
is no Pareto-improvingselection of policies, and we define CE as the set
of efficientpolicy vectors.14
-

A

A

AA

14. Formally,(C', C2) is efficientif and only if there does not exist a feasible vector
C2)] 2 U2[F(C', C2)], with
strictinequalityin at least one case.

(Cl, C2)such that U'[T'(C,, C2)] 2 U'[T'(C', C2)] and U2[F(C,,
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Mathematically,it is easy to characterizeefficient policy choices,
since every efficientpolicyvectormaximizesthe weightedsumof utilities
wIUl(T1) + (1 - wD)U2(p), for some weight0 ? w1 ? 1. By maximizing
this weighted sum with respect to Cl and C2 for all possible weights wl
and (1 - wl), we can identifyall efficientpolicy packages. Considera set
of policies that maximizes w1Ul + (1 - w1)U2 for some wl. At a
maximum, we know that w1aU1/aCI + (1 -wD)aU2/laC = 0. It is now

easy to verify that at such an equilibrium,any policy perturbationthat
raises U2 mustlower Ul. Thatis, allgainsfromtradehave been exploited.
For smallchanges in Cl we have
dUl

=

(aUY/aC1)dC!

=

-

-

-[(1

[(1

-

w)/w1]

(aU2/aC!)dC!

- wl)/wl]dU2.

Thus, for any change in Cl, dUl and dU- necessarily move in opposite
directions.
SOME ILLUSTRATIONS

OF THE GAINS

FROM TRADE

A major task of internationaleconomics should be to discover the
sources of gains from tradein macroeconomicpolicies. In the study of
real trade theory, for example, economists have long recognized the
possibilityof mutualadvantagein multilateraltariffreductions,butmuch
less thoughtandenergyhas so fargone intothe questionof advantageous
coordinationin the monetaryand fiscal sphere. In the remainderof this
section we offer illustrationsof those gains. Then we turnto large-scale
macroeconometricmodels to find, via numericalsimulation,the empirical importanceof some of these channels. It should be noted at the
outset that while an analyticalcharacterizationof efficientpolicies CE is
difficultor impossiblefor a large-scalemodel, a full numericaltreatment
is relativelystraightforward.
Let us turn first to a case where interdependenceexists but where
thereare no gains to cooperation. Suppose inflationis given by 'r = TQ
and the GNP gap is a function of domestic monetary(M) and fiscal (G)
policies and foreign policies M* and G*: Q = a1M + a2G + a3M* +
a4G*.We know fromour theoreticalworkthata3and a4may be positive
or negative. For our purpose here we assume only that a, + a3 >
Oand a2 + a4> 0, that is, that directeffects dominateindirecteffects if
the latter are negative. Comparableequations hold for foreign output
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and inflation. Domestic utility is a function of the target vector T =
T(Q, r), with U = U(T). Clearly, domestic authorities will choose
M such that (aU/aT)(aT/aM) = 0. Here, aT/aM = (a,, a1T). A change in

but since aT/aM*= (a3,a3T) =
M* will affect utilityas (aU/1T)(aT/aM*),
= (a3/al)(aU/aTl)(T/IM) =
a3/a1)(aT/aM),we see that (aU/1T)(aT/1aM*)
0. There will be no scope for cooperation. Even if the home country
could choose M* and G* it would find it superfluousto do so, since M*
and G* affect home countrytargetsin exactly the same way as M and G,
up to a constant of proportionality.
Supposenow thatthe country'sauthoritiestargetthe currentaccount
balance(or changes in externalindebtedness)as well as arand Q. Now,
U = U(Q, r, CA). With symmetric countries, the current balance will
depend only on the differences M - M* and G - G*, since CA* =
- CA. Then, CA = P1(M - M*) + A2(G- G*). A fiscal expansion will

almost surely worsen the externalbalance, so that 2 < 0. A monetary
expansion, we have noted, tends to improveCA via currencydepreciation, but also to worsen CA via the direct effect demandexpansion. In
line with the empiricalevidence in tables 5 and 6, we assume 1I < 0.
Considerthe effects of the controlson the countrytargets:
Q = a1M + a2G + a3M* + a4G*
(15)

rr= alTM + a2TG + a3TM* + a4TG*
CA = 13(M- M*) + 132(G- G*).

Now, aT/aM = (a1,a1T,P1) and aT/aM* = (a3,a3T, 1I). The vectors
aT/aMand aT/aM*are no longer linearly dependent, thus aU/aM*will
be nonzero. To be more precise: aU/aM = ula1 + u2a1T + U31 = 0,
where ui = aU/aTi.We assume that ul > 0 (more output preferredto
less), u2 < 0 (less inflationpreferredto more), and U3 > 0 (highertrade
balance preferred).Now aU/aM* = u1a3 + u2a3T - u3A, which upon
which is
[(al + a3)/aJ]u3A,
substitutingaU/aM = 0 yields aU/aM*=
greaterthan zero. Thus higherM* raises home welfare. But since at the
initialequilibriumaU*/aM*= 0, a slightrise in M* will raise U without
changing(to a firstorder)U*. By symmetricreasoning,M can be raised
at home without a loss of welfare while providinga (first-order)gain in
welfareabroad.A joint expansionof M andM* will thereforeraise both
U and U*, anda similarargumentguaranteesthatajoint fiscalexpansion
is also welfare improving.In sum, when policymakersprefer a larger
tradesurplus,andmacroeconomicexpansionworsensthe tradebalance,
-

-
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there will be a tendency towardovercontractionin the worldeconomy.
Geometrically,the Nash equilibriumwill lie to the lower left of the
efficient,symmetricequilibrium,as shown in figure1.
Now let us refinethe modelfurther,to allow for differentialexchange
rate effects of monetaryand fiscal policy. With symmetriceconomies,
the real exchange rate will be given as a function of the difference
betweenM andM* and the differencebetween G and G*:
A = Oc1(M- M*) + cx2(G - G*)

(16)

Oj >0, OL2 0

Because a monetaryexpansiondepreciatesthe real exchange rate, cx1is
surely positive. With a high substitutability,u, of home and foreign
assets, x2will be negative, while with u small, X2will be positive. The
current balance and output are written as before. Finally, inflationis
writtenas a risingfunctionof X:
(17)

Tr= TQ +OX.

In choosing domestic monetarypolicy in the Nash regime, the home
equal to zero, or u1a1 + u2(Ta1 + Ota1)
authoritywill set (aU/aT)(aT/aM)
+ u3P1= 0, with ui the partialderivativesof U(Q, ar,CA). At the Nash
equilibrium,(aU/aT)(aT/aM*)= u1a3 + U2(Ta3 - 001) - U3A1- Using
(aU/aT)(aT/aM) = 0, we have (aU/aT)(aT/aM*) = -(u3A1 + u20c1)[(a1+
a3)a

1].Under the assumptions that (1) a higher trade balance is preferred,

0; (2) a monetary expansion worsens or has little effect on the
currentaccount balance, 1I ? 0; and (3) less inflationis preferred,u2 <
is positive. Thatis, the countrieswouldgainby
0; then (aU/aT)(aT/aM*)
ajoint monetaryreflation.
Consider(aU/aT)(aT/aG*). By directsubstitutionthis termequalsu1a4
+ u2(Ta4 - Ocx2)- U313. At the Nash equilibrium,0 = (aU/aT)a(T/aG) =
U3 >

u1a2

+

u2(Ta2

+ Ocx2)+ u312, so that

(aU/aT)(aT/aG*) =

- (U3P2+ U20t2)[(a2 + a4)/a2].

is of ambiguous sign.
Since a2 Z 0, it appears that (aU1aT)(aT/aG*)
However, as a propertyof the Nash equilibrium,we can show that u3A2
< 0, so that the sign is positive (assuming,as before, that u1>
+ u2OcU2
is positive, we againfinda
0, u2 < 0, and U3< 0). Since (aU/aT)(aT/aG*)
tendencytowardovercontraction,this time in fiscalpolicy. Ajoint fiscal
reflationat the Nash equilibriumraises welfarein both countries.
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To show that u3132+ u2OcU2< 0, start with 0 = (aU/aT)(aT/aM) =
u1a1 +

u2(Ta1Ta+Oc1) +

u3A1. By rearrangement, u1 +

TU2

=

-(l/a0)(u3P1+u20x1). Assuming P < 0, cx1> 0, U3 > 0, and u2 < 0,
we see that u1 + TU2 > 0. Now consider 0 = (aU1a3)(aT/aG) = ul a1 +
u2 (Ta2 + Oc2) + u312. We see that U1 + TU2 = -(l/a2)(U3P2+U20t2).
Since a2 > 0 and u1 + TU2 > 0, we find immediatelythat u312+ u20cX2
mustbe negative, as we wantedto show.
Under our specific assumptions, both M and G will tend to be too
contractionaryat the Nash equilibrium,so that utility will rise when
both dG = dG* > 0 and dM = dM* > 0. Under alternative assumptions
on the signs of u1, U2, U3; on the policy multipliers;or on the targets in
the objective function, the bias towards overcontractioncan be reversed. Indeed, in cases where fiscal expansion causes a currency
appreciation,and thus allows an economy to exportits inflationabroad,
it is not difficult to construct examples where monetary policy is
overcontractionarywhile fiscal policy is overexpansionary,with the
overallmix beingovercontractionary.To summarize,an uncoordinated
selection of macroeconomicstrategiesis likely to lead to an inefficient
mix of monetaryand fiscal policies and to an inefficientoverall stance
on the level of outputselected.
In the empiricalwork that follows, we will use a quadraticutility
function, since it results in linear policy rules. For example, we will
specify U as

-

Q)2+ (r

-

-)2
T + 4(CA - CA)2], where

Q,

*,

and CA are the targets (or bliss points) for Q, ar,and CA. In this case,
the marginalutilityof Q, r,and CAdependon theirrespectivedistances
- CA).
fromQ, r, TB,withu1= -(Q - Q), U2 = ), U3 = -(CA
Thus, inflationwill be importanton the marginwhen inflationis very
high;the currentaccount deficitis importanton the marginwhen CA is
very low relativeto CA;and so on.
It is not hard to generalize our results to cases of asymmetric
economies. If fiscal expansion in the United States tends to appreciate
the dollar while a foreign fiscal expansion depreciates the foreign
currency, then it is possible that a U.S. fiscal contraction will lower
foreign utility while a foreign fiscal expansion will raise U.S. utility.
Thus a move from the Nash equilibriumto the cooperativeequilibrium
may involve a move of G and G* in opposite directions. We will return
to the U.S. policy mix shortly.
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CONSIDERATIONS

IN

POLICY

COORDINATION

So far, we have analyzedthe possibilityof welfare-improvingswaps
of macroeconomicpolicy in a static planningenvironment. Now we
consider some of the implicationsof moving to a more appropriate,
multiperiodsetting. At one level little is changed; it is still easy to
demonstrateconditionsunderwhich policy actions in the two countries
are Pareto improving. But at another level, much is changed. To the
extent thatthe privatesectoracts in anticipationof governmentpolicies,
the natureof governmentpolicy optimizationmay be radicallyaltered.
The formal apparatusfor the intertemporaloptimizationproblemis
fairly intricate, so only the general approachis sketched here.15 We
consider that each economy has an intertemporalobjective functionof
the form VO=

-=08&U(Q,,r,, CA,). In the dynamic setting, with

forward-lookingagents, it is typical that in reducedform Q, 'a, and CA
are functionsof currentand futurevalues of M, M*, G, and G*. For the
moment let us avoid that complexity and write in the usual way that
QO = a MO + a2GO + a3MO* + a4GO*and CAo = P1(MO-Mo*) +
PAGO- G*). Also, write t, in the simple form t, = at - + TQ,.

In this case, aris a state variableof the system, and with arthere is a
co-state variableX < 0 that measuresaV,/at,; that is, X is the marginal
loss in intertemporalutilitycausedby inheritinga higherrateof inflation.
It is well knownthatthe dynamicoptimizationproblemmaybe rewritten
as a static optimizationproblemby usingthe co-state variable:
max H = u(Qo, ro, CAo) + Xl?l

(18)

such that
ITo = T-F

+ TQO; Qo = a Mo + a2MO* + a3GO+ a4GO*

IT1 = 'N0 + TQI;

CAo =

PI(Mo-Mo) + 2(GO-G*).

Now the argumentproceeds as before.

15. See Miller and Salmon, "Dynamic Games," and Sachs, "InternationalPolicy
Coordination,"for some details.
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At the noncooperative equilibrium, it must be that aH/aMo
0 = ula1 + u2a1T + u3A3 + X1Tal.Also, aH/aM* = ula1 + u2a3T
u3A3 + X1Ta3.By combiningthese two expressions we find aH/aM*
- u3A[(a

+

a3)/a].

=
-

=

Once again, assuming that a monetary expansion

worsensthe tradebalance(131< 0) andthata largertradebalancesurplus
is preferredto a smallertradebalance surplus(u3 > 0), then aH/aMo*>
0, and a foreignmonetaryexpansionwould tend to raise home welfare.
With symmetric countries, a common rise in Mo and Mo*would raise
both V and V*. In summary,the fact that the optimizationproblem is
now dynamicdoes little, in this case, to change the method of analysis
or the specific conclusions regardingmonetarypolicy.
The problembecomes considerablymore complicatedwhen current
targetvariablesare functions, via rationalexpectations,of futurepolicy
variables. Not only is the computationalcomplexity increased, but the
logic of optimizing V0 = I,=O 8'U(Q,, r,, CA,) is called into question, as

Kydland and Prescott first explained.16In maximizingV0, the policymakermust choose at t = 0 an entirepath of M and G, that is, MO,MI,
Go, GI, .... The problem arises that at t = 1, when the policy
authorityreconsidersthe problemof maximizingVI, it will typicallybe
optimal to choose a new path Ml, AM2,
A3, .

. .,

G,G2,1 .

.

, where M, #7

M, and G, =, G,. Policymakerswill always want to deviate from their
initial "optimal"plans. They will announceone thingand then have an
incentive to do anotherafter one planningperiod. Time inconsistency
arises whenever the private sector takes action dependenton anticipations of future policies (for example, in formulatingasset demands).
Time inconsistency is "solved" in one of two ways. The policymaker
mayvalue his reputationfor consistency so muchthathe decides to stick
with the originalplan, even though it is suboptimalfrom the current
vantagepoint;or the policymakermay announcea suboptimalbut timeconsistent set of policies, in which there is no incentive to alter the
originalplans over time. We pursue this issue in Oudiz and Sachs but
not furtherhere.17
16. See FinnE. KydlandandEdwardC. Prescott,"RulesRatherthanDiscretion:The
Inconsistencyof OptimalPlans," Journalof PoliticalEconomy,vol. 85 (June 1977),pp.
473-91.
17. See Gilles Oudizand JeffreySachs, "DynamicGamesof MacroeconomicPolicy
in a MulticountryModel," to be presentedat the Centrefor EconomicPolicy Research
Conferenceon Policy Coordination,June 1984.
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A COOPERATIVE
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EQUILIBRIUM

We have shown so far that there generallyexist policy options at a
noncooperative(N) equilibriumin whichall countriescan be madebetter
off. Getting from N to a Pareto-improvingpoint is not, however, as
simpleas it mightappear.Preciselybecause the Pareto-improvingpoints
are not Nash equilibriums,it means that at least one country will have
an incentive to deviate from such a point if it assumes that the other
country's policy is fixed. Figure2 is instructive.The Nash equilibrium
is N, Pareto dominatedin welfare terms by C. However, if the foreign
countryexpands its money supplyfromM*N to M*C, the best response
for the home countryis MF, given by the tangencyof the home country's
indifferencecurvewiththe horizontallineM*c; yet, if theforeigncountry
chooses M*C while the home country "responds" with MF, the foreign
country is actually worse off than at N.18 Assuming a unique Nash
equilibrium,N is the only point at which both countries are content to
stay put, takingas given what the othercountryis doing.
There are two related issues in the move from N to a point like C.
First, whichpointC shouldbe (orwill be) chosen amongall of the Paretoimprovingpoints?Second, how can the equilibriumC be enforcedgiven
the incentives of each country to move unilaterallyfrom C? We have
little to addto variouswell-knowncommentson these questions. Onthe
set of desirablepoints, most models of bargainingrestrictthe outcome
to lie in the efficient set, from which further improvements in one
country's welfare are possible only at the expense of losses elsewhere.
To enforce such an equilibrium,there mightbe (1) a policing authority
that imposes sanctions on violators, (2) a set of rules (such as a fixed
exchangerate linkingM and M*) that are enforcedbut withinwhich the
various countries are free to act without external sanction, or (3) an
equilibriumupheldby reputation,in which the failureto stick by one's
word reduces the scope for makingagreementswith other countries in
the future. We will returnto questionsof institutionalarrangementsfor
cooperationin the concludingsection.
18. Actually,F could have been to the rightof the foreignindifferencecurve through
N, in whichcase bothcountrieswouldbe betteroff thanat N. However,even in this case,
the foreigncountrywouldhave an incentiveto move away fromM*c, assumingthat the
homecountrystays at MF.
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Figure 2. Enforcement Problems with the Cooperative Equilibrium
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In our numericalillustrations,we choose the cooperativepoint to be
the "Nash bargainingsolution" to the policy game played by the
macroeconomicauthoritiesin the variouscountries. (Note well that the
Nash bargainingsolutionis not the same as the Nash equilibrium,which
is the pointN infigure1.)In a seriesof influentialarticles,Nash described
proceduresfor pickinga point C in a bargainingenvironment,assuming
thatthe outcomeat Cis fullyenforceable.In a firstapproachhe described
a series of axioms to guide the choice. In later studies, Nash and others
proposed various noncooperativegames whose rules lead to precisely
the same point as determinedby the axioms.19
In the Nash bargainingsolution there is a "threat point" that is
assumed to occur if cooperationbreaksdown. It is naturalto take this
pointto be the noncooperativeequilibriumpointN in figures1 and 2. At
N, each country i has utility UiN. The point C is then determinedas the
feasible point that maximizesthe gain in utility over the threatpoint N,
where the gain is measuredby the followingproduct:
19. For a detaileddiscussionof the Nash bargainingsolutionandrelatedconcepts, see
Alvin E. Roth, Axiomatic Model of Bargaining, Lecture Notes in Economics and

MathematicalSystems, no. 170(Springer-Verlag,1979).
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Gain = (UlC - UlN)(U2c - U2N)(UC -

LP.v) ...

(Unc

-

Un).

The point C will have to be efficient(otherwiseit is obvious thatthe gain
could be raisedby movingto a Pareto-superiorpoint). We will solve for
C numericallyin the examplesthatfollow.

Simulating Coordinationof Economic Policies with a Large-Scale
EconometricModel
The gainsfromcooperationseem obvious when one refersto a simple
two-country symmetricmodel. It is, however, much more difficultto
assess these gainsempirically.Real-worldpolicymakinginvolves neither
symmetriccountries nor only two countries. On the contraryit is the
diversityof the countriesinvolved andthe wide rangeof theirobjectives
that make cooperation a delicate issue and cooperation so hard to
achieve.
In this section we shall try to give an empiricalevaluation of the
outcomes of cooperative or noncooperativepolicymakingamong the
United States, West Germany,and Japan.To simplifythe problemand
make it tractablewe will retreat from a full dynamic frameworkand
considerinsteadthe staticmodelin whichthe economiesarerepresented
by a set of multipliersthat link the various "targets"of each countryto
the policy instrumentsof all of the countries.These multipliersare taken
firstfromthe MCMand then fromthe EPA model.
Ourstrategyis as follows. Let Tbe the vector of targets, T = (Tl, T2,
We start with a baseline or "central
variant"projectionof T, denoted TB;in fact TBwill be taken essentially
,

Tn),with Ti = (Ti7
72,

. . .,

t)

from a simulationof the MCM for the period 1984-86. Let C be the
vector of policy controls, C = (Cl, C2, . ., Cn). The matrix F contains
the policy multipliers linking C to T, so that T = CF + TBif we make the
importantassumption of linearity. Thus when C = 0, then T = TB
accordingto this normalization.
Next we assume that the baseline is a Nash equilibriumfor the n
countries.Thatis, we assume that if C', C2, ..., Ci-1, C+1, . . , Cnare
all zero at TB,the optimalpolicy for the ith countryis also Ci = 0. This
assumptionallows us to identifykey parametersof each country'sutility
functionin the case of three targets per country and two instruments.
To be specific we assume that Ui = Ui(Qi, wi, CAi) and that the controls
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are Mi and Gi. At a Nash equilibrium,aUi/aMi = 0, so that 0 =
Similarly,0 = uI(aQq/dGi)+
uI(aQq/dMi)+ u2Grar/dMi)+ u3(dCAq/dMi).
u2(-ara/Gi) + u3(aCAq/dGi).The policy multipliers(such as aQqaMi) are
taken from the econometric models and are therefore "known." The
utility function can be normalizedby setting ul = 1 so that we are left
with two equationsto findtwo unknowns, u2and U3. Assumingthat the
baselineprojectionis a Nash equilibrium,we solve the equationsto get
estimates of the marginalutilitiesof inflation(u2)and the trade balance
(U3). Once these marginalutilities are known we can calculate directly
the marginalreturnsto policy coordination.
The baseline estimates come from a simulationof the MCMmade in
late 1983on the assumptionof no dramaticchangein policy instruments
in the 1984-86 period. The baseline yields a fairly flat path for output
inflationand the currentaccount. We convertedthe MCMtrajectoryof
real GNP into a 1984-86 trajectoryof GNP gaps based on our own
estimatesof Okun'slaw. Table8 shows the resultsof these calculations.
We estimate the annuallong-runtrend growth to be 3.2 percent in the
United States, 4.4 percentin Japan,and 3.2 percent in West Germany.
Accordingto the MCMbaseline, the U.S. GNP continuesto grow more
rapidlythan trend from 1984to 1986, with the GNP gap averaging5.5
percent over the period. Japanese growth is projected to be slightly
below 4.4 percent, with the GNP gap averaging6.0 percent over the
three-yearhorizon. Germangrowth is almost exactly 3.2 percent. As
shownin the table, U. S. inflationaverages4.4 percentalongthe baseline;
Japaneseinflation,2.6 percent;and Germaninflation,3.0 percent. The
externalbalance as a percent of GNP is a deficit of 2.2 percent for the
United States and a surplusof 1.5 percentfor Japanand 1.1 percentfor
West Germany.Overall,this baseline accords ratherclosely with other
forecasts that assume unchangingpolicies in the majorcountries.20
Next, we turn to the marginalutilities of output, inflation, and the
currentaccount ratio (current-account/GNP).The marginalutility of a
GNP increase (relative to baseline), sustained for three years, is nor20. For example, we may compare the baseline with OECD forecasts in OECD
EconomicOutlook(Paris:OECD,December1983),p. 14.TheOECDprojectsannualU.S.
GNP growthto be 5 percentfor 1984,with growthback to trendat 3 percentin the first
halfof 1985.Japanesegrowthis forecastto be 4 percentfor 1984and3 percentin the first
halfof 1985(andthusbelowlong-runtrend,as inourbaseline).Germangrowthis projected
at 2.0 percentfor 1984,risingto 2.25 percentin the firsthalfof 1985.The priceandcurrent
accountforecastsare also very close.
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Table 8. Characteristics of the Multicountry Model Baseline, 1984-86 Averagesa
Percent
Output

Country

1983b

Growth of
potential
GNP

United States
Japan
West Germany

- 7.3
-4.4
-10.4

3.2
4.4
3.2

GNP gap,

GNP gap,
1984-86c

Inflation

Current
account
ratio

- 5.5
- 6.0
- 10.7

4.4
2.6
3.0

- 2.2
1.5
1.1

a. Baseline is assumed to be a Nash equilibrium.
b. Derived from Okun's law estimates.
c. Using Multicountry model baseline assumptions.

malized to equal 1.0. The other marginalweights are calculated using
the two equations aU/aM = 0 and aU/aG = 0 at the baseline, according

to the proceduredescribedin the appendix.The welfare costs, in GNP
equivalents, of a 1 percentagepoint increase in inflationheld for three
years is measuredby u2.A value of u2 = - 2.0, for example, means that
on the margin, policymakers are indifferent between a sustained 1
percentagepoint rise in inflationand a sustainedGNP loss of 2 percent
relative to baseline. Similarly, U3 measures the marginalutility of an
increase in the currentaccount ratio of 1 percentagepoint, sustained
over threeyears. A value of U3 = 2 equatesa 1percentagepointincrease
in the currentaccount ratiowith a 2 percentrise in GNP for three years.
Since the EPA policy multipliersdifferfromthose of the MCM,they
suggest different values of u2 and U3 along the baseline path. The
calculatedvalues of u2and U3for the two modelsare shown in table 9. In
general,we findvery highmarginalweightsfor inflationand the current
accountbalance(relativeto uI = 1for GNP). It is not hardto understand
this finding.In both the MCMand the EPA model it is possible to use a
combinationof M (monetarypolicy) and G (fiscal policy) to arriveat a
GNP expansion with only a slight loss in inflation(T) and the current
account. However, if we accept the baseline as a Nash equilibrium,
countriesare refusingto take this option even thoughthe trade-offsare
so favorable. Implicitlythis suggests a very high weight on w and CA
(the currentaccount ratio) in the objective function. Another interpretation is that the policymakersin the various countries perceive the
trade-offsof Q (output)with a and CAto be muchless favorablethanis
suggestedby the models. Then, even if they care little about inflation,
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Table 9. Partial Derivatives of National Utility Functions at Nash Equilibrium"
Percent per year
Economic Planning Agency
model

Country
United States
Japan
West Germany

Output,

Inflation,

Current
account
ratio,

ul

u2

U3

1
1
1

-5.9
- 2.9
- 4.9

2.9
4.6
1.0

Multicountry model

Output,

Inflation,

Current
account
ratio,

Ul

u2

U3

-4.5
- 3.6
- 3.0

0.0
5.9
1.9

1
1
1

a. The marginal utility of a GNP increase (relative to baseline) sustained for three years, ul, is normalized to equal
one; U2 and U3 give the inflation and current account deviations that give the same marginal utility. The Nash
equilibrium is taken as the baseline in the Multicountry model shown in table 8.

for example, the perceived rise in inflationfor a given increase in GNP
mightbe so highas to rule out an expansionarypolicy.
Once we have these marginalweights, we can examinethe scope for
policy coordination. Consider, for example, the effect on utility of
countryi of a riseinM in countryj,aUiVaM'.We knowthatthis expression
equals (dQq/dMj)+ u2(ad/qMj) + u3G3CAi/dMi),which can now be
calculated directly. Table 10 reports the values of aUi/aMiand aUilaGi
for all countries i, j. By construction, the own-effects are zero at the
Nash equilibrium;all other effects are positive, except for the effect of
a Japanese monetaryexpansion on Germanyin the EPA model. Consider, for example, the effect of a U.S. fiscal expansion (1 percent of
GNP) on Japan. In the EPA model, aUJIaGUs= 0.78. In other words, a

U.S. fiscal expansion is equivalentfor Japanese utility to a sustained
increase of JapaneseGNP of 0.78 percentfor three years. Accordingto
the MCMthe gain is 0.43. Othercross-countryeffects are considerably
smaller. And notably, neither Japanese nor German policies have a
significanteffect on U.S. utility.
We have establishedthe marginalwelfareeffects on each country of
policy changes in another.But this incrementalanalysisdoes not tell us
how far the countriesshouldmove in the Pareto-improvingdirectionin
orderto reach an efficientworldwidepolicy mix. To findthe necessary
overall movement, we must defineglobalratherthanlocal propertiesof
the utility function. We choose to do this in a simple but admittedly
restrictive way by assuming that Ui(Qi, wi, CAi) is quadratic in Qi, wi,
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Table 10. Cross-Country Gains from Fiscal and Monetary Expansion
at Nash Equilibrium"
Percent per year
Economic Planning Agency
model

Country
acting,
and policy

United
States

Japan

United States
Fiscal
Monetary

0.00
0.00

0.78
0.13

Japan
Fiscal
Monetary

0.02
0.05

West Germany
Fiscal
Monetary

0.01
0.00

West
Germany

Multicountry model
United
States

Japan

West
Germany

0.18
0.03

0.00
0.00

0.43
0.15

0.35
0.05

0.00
0.00

0.01
- 0.03

0.07
0.02

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.02

0.53
0.10

0.00
0.00

0.07
0.05

0.17
0.12

0.00
0.00

a. Nash equilibrium is taken as the baseline shown in table 8. The welfare gains are expressed in output-equivalents,
that is, one unit of gain is equivalent to a sustained 1 percent increase in affected country's GNP for three years.
The unit of fiscal policy is a sustained increase of government spending equal to 1 percent of GNP. The unit of
monetary policy is a sustained decrease of the discount rate by 100 basis points.

CAi,with a bliss pointat a zero GNP gap, zero inflation,and a CAtarget
of CAi. (For the United States, the externalbalancegoal is taken to be
zero; for GermanyandJapan,the goal is takento be 2 percentof GNP.)
Let (Qi)B, (wi)B, and (CAi)B be the values of Qi, ri, and CAialong the
baseline. The following utility function satisfies the bliss point and has
the marginalutilities(1, u2, ui) that we calculatedearlier:
(19)

Ui

=

-1X2

~~~

[(1/QiB)(Qi)2

+

(U2/iiB)(Qri)2

~~A

+

(ui/CAiB)(CAl)2],
A

where CAiB = CAiB - CAi, and CAi = CAi - CAi. It is easy to verify
Uil/wi = u2, and aUq/aCAi
that Ui(0, 0, CAi) = 0 and that aUi/aQi = 1, Ua
ui3 when the derivativesare calculatedat the baseline. We rewritethis

functionas:
(20)

Ui = -,/2 [ ,I(Q1)2+

(1T(9i)2

+ i4(CAi)2],

where 1Lj.Xi, and 4jare as shown in equation 19. The numericalvalues
of Lj,Xi,and 4j are shown in table 11.
By construction,the baselinepathis the noncooperative(N) equilib-
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Table 11. Utility Function Parametersa
Economic Planning
Agency model

Multicountry model

Country

Output,
[Li

Inflation,
+;

Current
account
ratio,
P;

United States
Japan
West Germany

0.07
0.06
0.03

0.49
0.40
0.60

0.47
3.38
0.40

Output,
[Li

Inflation,
+;

Current
account
ratio,
P;

0.07
0.06
0.03

0.37
0.52
0.37

0.00
4.35
0.68

a. The parameters are normalized so that the marginal utility, at the baseline, of an increase in GNP maintained
for three years is equal to one. See equations 19 and 20 for definitions of parameters.

rium.We findthe cooperativeequilibrium(C)as the solutionto the Nash
bargainingproblem:
max (UlC - U1N)(U2c Ml'
M|l'l> ,...
'

(UZCc-

U2N)...

UnN).

G', G2, ...,Gn

This maximizationis restrictedto the set of feasible policies for M and
G. We impose no restrictionson G but for M we requirethat discount
rates remain positive. In practice we allow a maximum cut of 5.8
percentagepoints in the Germandiscountrateand5.5 percentagepoints
in the Japaneserate (the U.S. constraintdid not prove to be bindingin
any of the simulations).The solution is calculated numericallyby an
optimalgradientsearchroutine.
At this point it should be noted that the parametersof the utility
functions are dependentboth on the baseline and on the policy tradeoffs the countries face. Let us make this point clear by using a simple
example. Considera singlecountrywith two objectives:the outputgap,
Q, and inflation, w; and one instrument:fiscal policy, G. The policy
multipliersare 1 for the output and T for inflation.Thus we have the
followingequations:
Q = G + QB
T =

TG +

TB,

with the same notation as above. For the baseline to be a Nash
equilibrium,the marginalwelfaregain for a changein fiscal policy must
be zero:
au= au aQ +au 8X=U
aG aQ aG+ a ua =

+

T2=0

2=0.
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(Note that all of the partialderivatives are evaluated at the baseline.)
The partialderivativesare normalizedby assumingthat
aQ

U=

U2

=

=

-

1.

Thus
1/T.

-

Giventhe assumptions,u2is nothingotherthana measureof the outputinflationtrade-off. In other words, the partialderivativesof the utility
function at the Nash equilibriumare dependent only on the model
multipliers.

We now assume that U is quadraticand compute the parameters1L
and4:
=~ -

U

Since ul = 1 and u2 =

-

+ (+w2).

Q2

1/, we have the followingequations:
Ul

=

U2 =

=

1

-4IB

=

-1/T,

uIQB

=

-

QB

so that
FL =

=

-U2/1TsB

=

1/QB

I/TITB.

Note that when 7B iS positive, QB must be negative; otherwise the
baseline cannotbe a Nash equilibrium.For example, with a > 0 and QB
> 0, it is always possible to gain on both targetsby a fiscal contraction.
Since the revealed preferencesof governments,as measuredby kL',
4i, and 4j, are reflectedin the paths of output, inflation,and the current
account, we can examinethe implicitchangesin 1Lj,Xi,and 4j over time.
For example, let us assume that for the 1976-78periodthe outputgap,
inflation,and currentaccountreflecta Nash equilibrium.
Recomputingthe parametersof the U.S. governmentimplicitutility
function using the multipliersof the MCM for 1976-78, we find quite
21. Whenthree periodsinsteadof one are considered,this is no longerexactly true.
The partialderivativeswill be affected by a changein the baseline, as is clear from the
formulasgiven in the appendixfor ui, ui, u3.
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differentparametervalues from those in table 11. The values of 1Ll,Xl,
and 4i are now 0.10, 0.14, and 2.68, respectively. These new values
show a much smalleremphasison inflationrelativeto the outputgap as
measuredby the ratio / which increasesfrom 0.2 to 0.7. Similarly,
the implied importanceof the currentaccount, as measuredby 4i/l,
was also very muchhigherin the earlierperiod.
Each utility function will of course lead to different conclusions
concerningthe desirabilityof policy coordinationfor the United States.
In this sense, the advent of the Reagan administrationand the much
smallerweightit placed on the currentaccountdeficitprobablyreduced
the attractivenessof policy coordinationfor the United States.
COOPERATION

IN

THE

CURRENT

MACROECONOMIC

ENVIRONMENT

We now proceed to three sets of simulationsin order to address the
followingquestions:(1)Whatimprovementof the presentsituationcould
be achieved throughcooperationamong the United States, West Germany, and Japangiven unchangedobjectivefunctions?(2) Whatwould
be the implications for these three economies if the United States
unilaterallyshifted its policy mix to fiscal contraction and monetary
expansion?(3)How beneficialwouldcooperationbe if the threecountries
had to face a thirdoil shock abouthalfas largeas that of 1979?
Supposethatwe regardthe baselinetrajectoryas a Nash equilibrium.
Can all countriesmateriallybenefitfroma coordinatedpackage?Qualitatively, the answer is almost surely yes, and since we have seen that
aUilaGJ> 0 and a Ui/Mi > 0 for almostall i, j, the natureof coordination
will be ajoint reflation.Quantitatively,however, it appearsthatthe gains
areslight,atleast whenpolicy actionsarerestrictedto the threecountries
under study. Those who advocate a coordinated expansion as the
solution to global unemploymentmust be presuming(a) a much larger
groupof countriestakingpolicy actions in response to coordination,(b)
a much higherdegree of macroeconomicinterdependencethanappears
in the EPA model and the MCM, or (c) objective functions that differ
significantlyfrom those of currentpolicymakers.To put the last point
anotherway, it appearsto be the anti-inflationbias (or anti-Keynesian
views) of policymakersratherthanthe absence of effective coordination
that blocks a generalreflation.
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Table12. PolicyOptimizationin the MulticountryModel, 1984-86
Policy and
outcome
Welfaregaina
Fiscal policyb
Monetarypolicyc

United States

WestGermany

Japan

Baseline Coopera(Nash)
tion

Baseline Cooperation
(Nash)

Baseline Cooperation
(Nash)

. . .
. . .

...

0.17
0.52
2.14

...

...
...

0.33
-0.21
5.80

...
...

0.99
- 1.15
5.50

...

Deviationsfrom target valuesd
Output

1984
1985
1986
Inflation
1984
1985
1986
Current
account ratio
1984
1985
1986

- 5.68
- 4.97
- 5.67

- 4.72
- 3.80
- 4.86

- 10.50
- 10.70
- 10.91

- 9.95
- 9.65
-9.61

- 5.23
- 6.00
- 6.80

-5.41
- 4.45
- 4.42

4.24
4.81
4.10

4.35
5.08
4.18

3.16
2.92
2.89

3.33
3.41
2.94

2.20
2.86
2.89

2.26
2.95
2.86

-2.25
- 2.20
- 2.25

-2.42
- 2.44
- 2.45

-0.95
- 0.93
-0.99

-0.90
-0.81
- 0.80

-0.31
- 0.56
- 0.64

-0.21
-0.51
- 0.70

a. The unit of welfare gain is equivalent to a percentage change in GNP, averaged over the three years.
b. The unit of fiscal policy is a sustained increase of government spending equal to I percent of GNP.
c. The unit of monetary policy is a sustained decrease of the discount rate by 100 basis points.
d. Target values are as follows: output, full employment; inflation, zero; and current account ratio, zero for the
United States and 2 percent for West Germany and Japan. Deviations are in percent for output and percentage points
for annual inflation rates and the current account ratio.

The gains from coordinationare largerin the MCM(table 12)than in
the EPA model (table 13). Considertable 12. The first columnfor each
country shows the baseline for output (GNP gap), inflation, and the
currentaccount ratio (relativeto target)for the years 1984, 1985, and
1986.By construction,the Nash equilibriumis the same as the baseline.
The "cooperation" column shows the result of employing the Nash
bargainingsolutionfor each of the threecountries.In the firstrow of the
table we measurethe welfare gain relativeto baseline that comes from
cooperation. The magnitude0.17 for the United States signifies, for
example,thatcoordinationis worthan equivalentof 0.17 percenthigher
GNP over the three-yearperiod. The gain of 0.17 reflects a somewhat
largeractual gain in GNP (the GNP gap falls by 0.96 in 1984, 1.17 in
1985,and0.81 in 1986),minusthe welfarecosts of a smallrise in inflation
anda slightworseningof the tradedeficit.In West Germany,the welfare
gainis 0.33 percentof GNP for three years. Japanis the big winner.The
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Table 13. Policy Optimization in the Economic Planning Agency Model, 1984-86a
West Germany

United States
Policy and
outcome

Baseline
(Nash)
...
...
...

Welfare gain
Fiscal policy
Monetary policy

Cooperation
0.03
- 0.11
4.30

Baseline
(Nash)
...
. ..
...

Cooperation

Japan
Baseline
(Nash)

0.03
-0.16
0.86

Cooperation

...
...
...

0.37
- 0.08
1.88

Deviations from target values
Output
1984

- 5.68

- 5.15

- 10.50

- 10.79

- 5.23

- 4.97

1985
1986

- 4.97
-5.67

- 4.06
-5.11

- 10.70
- 10.91

- 10.84
- 10.44

- 6.00
-6.80

- 5.07
-5.11

4.24
4.81
4.10

4.32
4.83
4.19

3.16
2.92
2.89

3.10
2.80
2.94

2.20
2.86
2.89

2.30
3.15
3.21

- 0.25

Inflation

1984
1985
1986
Current
account ratio
1984

- 2.25

- 2.30

- 0.95

- 0.96

- 0.31

1985

-2.20

-2.33

-0.93

- 1.14

-0.56

-0.51

1986

- 2.25

- 2.32

- 0.99

- 1.27

- 0.64

- 0.69

a. See notes to table 12.

move to a cooperativeequilibriumraisesJapanesewelfarethe equivalent
of a 0.99 percentrise in GNP over the three-yearperiod.
The cooperativeequilibriumis achieved by moreexpansionarymonetaryand fiscalpolicies in the United States, anda mixedpolicy of fiscal
contractionwith monetaryexpansion in West Germanyand Japan. It
may seem paradoxicalthat U.S budget deficits actually increase along
the path to cooperationbut it must be rememberedthat the objective
functionweightswere selected so thatU. S. policymakersareindifferent,
on the margin,between fiscal expansion and fiscal contraction.In any
event, the fiscal actions are small relative to the interest rate actions.
Thebiggestgainincoordinationcomes inmakingpossiblea synchronized
"worldwide" reduction in central bank discount rates (which fall 2.1
percent in the United States, 5.8 percent in West Germany, and 5.5
percentin Japan).
In table 13, the same exercise is undertakenwiththe EPA model. The
movementfrom Nash to cooperativeequilibriuminvolves contractionary fiscal policies and expansionarymonetarypolicies in all countries.
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Once again, Japanis the big winner (0.37 percent increase in GNP in
utility units), while for West Germanyand the United States welfare is
almost unchanged relative to the Nash equilibrium.In this case, as
before, coordinationmainly permits a drop in central bank discount
rates of almost 1 percentagepoint in Germany,2 percentagepoints in
Japan,and 4 percentagepoints in the United States.
Thus the policy effects of coordinationare neithertrivial nor huge,
while the welfare effects of those policy changes seem rather small
outside of Japan.In a sense, as we have noted, much of this could have
been gleaned directlyfrom table 6, where we saw that the Germanand
Japanesepolicy links to the United States are almost nonexistentin the
EPA model. We stress one importantqualificationto this conclusion.
The simulationsassume that no countriesother than the three engaged
in the bargainingundertakeany policy actions in responseto the actions
of the United States, Germany,andJapan.However, even if Franceand
the United Kingdomare not direct parties to the bargaining,they may
find it desirable to respond with expansionarypolicies of their own.
Unfortunately, we simply did not have available the relevant policy
multipliers for the other countries to allow us to incorporate such
spillover effects; the MCM, for example, has no French block, so it
would be impossible to assess directly the French policy response in
that model. (Below, we extend our analysis by assumingthat Europe
can be modeledas a magnificationof West Germany.)
EFFECTS

OF

A SHIFT

IN

U.S.

POLICY

Our analyticalprocedurehas been to assume that the baseline path
representsa Nash equilibrium.For the United States this assumption
means that when policyrnakersbalance the pros and cons of fiscal
contractionfrom a macroeconomicpoint of view, the contractionary
effects on outputjust cancel the gains of lower inflationand a smaller
trade deficit. Of course, there are several other interpretationsof the
present policy stance, the main alternative holding that the costs of
today's U.S. fiscal policy are well recognized,and are deemed too high,
but a deadlock over how to close the deficit has preventeda change in
policy. Woulda change in U.S. policy that aimed at reducingthe trade
deficitdramaticallyaffect the welfareof GermanyandJapan,and would
it modifyour previousappraisalof the effects of coordination?
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Table 14. Alternate Baseline, Multicountry Model, 1984-86 Averagesa
Characteristics of baseline

Country

Fiscalb

Monetaryc

GNP gap

Inflation

Current
account
ratio

United States
Japan
West Germany

-2.0
- 0.4
-0.3

4.6
1.8
5.4

-5.9
- 6.0
-10.9

4.2
2.6
3.0

-1.8
1.5
1.0

Policy shifts

a. The utility weight of the current account ratio is raised to 0.24 from the value of zero used in table 11. As a
result, U.S. policy is shifted, as shown, in order to produce the new baseline shown. Germany and Japan also
reoptimize their policies and performance.
b. The unit of fiscal policy is a sustained increase of government spending equal to I percent of GNP.
c. The unit of monetary policy is a sustained decrease of the discount rate by 100 basis points.

Table 14presents the mainfeaturesof an alternatebaselineusing the
MCM in which the utility weight on the U.S. currentaccount, 41, is
raised from 0.0 to 0.24. As a result, the United States modifies the
macroeconomic policy mix by reducing government spending by 2
percent of GNP and by lowering the discount rate by 460 basis points,
andGermanyandJapanreoptimizegiven theirpreviousutilityfunctions
(table 15). The new baseline is assumed, as before, to be a Nash
equilibrium.22

Thepolicy shiftsforGermanyandJapanimpliedby these assumptions
are qualitativelysimilarto the U.S. policy shift. Both countries, though
to a smallerextent, reduce governmentspending.The change is more
noticeable for monetarypolicy. Japanlowers its discount rate by 180
basis points while the Germandiscount rate is reduced by 540 points,
that is, by a largeramountthanin the United States.
One importantconclusion from this first step is that if the United
States were to implementthe above policy shift, interestrateswouldfall
markedlywithout any coordinationamong the leading economies; the
scope for furtherexpansionarymonetarypolicy thus would be greatly
reduced. Surprisingly,this new baseline is, on average, very similarto
the originalone (table 8) for Japanand Germany.The new U.S. policy
leads ex ante to a decreaseof outputof morethan 1percentfor Germany
and of 0.4 percent for Japan. However, both countriesreact by implementing expansionary monetary policies that prevent an excessive
appreciationof their currencies and a fall in output. For the United
22. Thus the new baselineis designedto includethe GermanandJapaneseresponses
to the U.S. changein revealedpreference.
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Table 15. Utility Function Parameters in Alternate Baseline, Multicountry Model
Parametersa

Output,
,,?

Inflation,

Country
United States
Japan
West Germany

0.06
0.06
0.03

0.34
0.52
0.36

Current
account
ratio,
4

0.24
4.35
0.67

a. See equations 19 and 20 for definitions of parameters. The parameters for Germany and Japan are slightly
different from those in table 11 because the normalizing condition, aU'/aQ' = 1, is imposed on a different baseline.

States the policy shift induces a reductionin GNP, lower inflation,and
a reductionof the currentaccountdeficitof close to 0.5 percentof GNP.
We now turnto table 16, which comparesthe Nash and cooperative
equilibria.Contraryto the common presumption,the U.S. policy shift
leaves West Germanyworse off, with a welfarereductionequivalentto
0.4 percentage point of output on the new baseline. Japan, however,
benefitsfrom the depreciationof the dollar. In the cooperative equilibrium, output in the three countries rises by an average of more than 1
percent relative to the new baseline, but the welfare gain is markedly
smaller than in our first simulation. Moreover, cooperation fails to
restore Germanwelfare to its level underthe originalbaseline, before
the U.S. policy mix was changed.
As alreadynoted, the scope for cooperationis here greatly reduced
by the simple fact that interest rates are now alreadylow at the Nash
equilibrium.The change in monetarypolicies induced by cooperation
among the three countries is correspondinglyfar smaller. Comparing
tables 12 and 16 shows that Germanylowers its discountrate by a mere
0.4 percent. More strikingly,Japanincreases its interest rate by more
than 1 percentagepoint.
The results of these simulationscall into question the conventional
wisdom that U.S. policies are precludinga Europeanrecovery. That
view makessense if the U.S. fiscalexpansionhas a contractionaryeffect
on Europevia highinterestrates that overwhelma directexport effect.
We showed above that a U.S. fiscal expansion may be negatively
transmittedif the expansion causes a dollar appreciationand a large
correspondingpriceriseinEuropevia wageindexation.Theeconometric
estimates of the MCM and the EPA model do not suggest that this
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Table 16. Policy Optimization in the Multicountry Model, 1984-86: Alternate Baseline,
United States
Policy and
outcome

Baseline
(Nash)

Welfare gainsbc
Fiscal policyc
Monetary policyc

. . .

...
...

West Germany

Cooperation
0.09
0.57
1.46

Baseline
(Nash)
-0.43
...
...

Cooperation

Japan
Baseline
(Nash)

-0.23
0.28
0.40

Cooperation

0.31
...
...

0.64
1.40
- 1.28

Deviations from target valuesc
Output
1984
1985
1986
Inflation
1984
1985
1986
Current
account ratio
1984
1985
1986

- 8.07
- 5.21
- 4.29

- 6.82
- 4.02
- 3.72

- 10.72
- 11.00
- 10.99

- 10.19
- 9.87
- 9.79

- 5.75
- 5.81
- 6.34

- 4.20
-4.10
- 4.83

4.47
4.44
3.69

4.54
4.68
3.98

3.38
2.73
2.96

3.42
2.92
3.07

2.03
2.67
3.07

2.03
2.94
3.26

- 1.70
- 1.71
-2.15

- 1.79
- 1.87
-2.21

- 1.13
-0.95
-0.94

- 1.18
- 1.01
- 1.04

-0.39
-0.58
-0.54

-0.42
-0.64
-0.65

a. The alternate baseline is evaluated under the assumption of a more restrictive U.S. fiscal policy and a more
expansionary U.S. monetary policy than in the original baseline.
b. The welfare gain is measured from the original baseline except for the United States.
c. See notes to table 12.

negative transmissionexists. The U.S. fiscal expansion is measuredas
raising output and improvingthe foreign externalbalance in Germany
and Japan, enough to compensate, accordingto revealed preferences,
for any inflationloss fromthe strongdollar.
COOPERATION

FOLLOWING

AN OIL PRICE SHOCK

The deep recession of 1980-82in the OECD economies came in the
wake of the second oil price shock. All of the majoreconomies except
Japanadopted sharplycontractionarymonetarypolicies in an effort to
battle the inflationaryconsequences of the price shock. One argument
holds that the resultingglobal deflationwas excessive from each country's point of view because there was no coordinatedpolicy. In that
view, each countrytightenedits monetarypolicy in orderto strengthen
its exchange rate and thereby export some of the inflationaryshock to
othercountries.Giventhe tightpoliciespursuedelsewhere,each country
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had an incentiveto tightenup even furtheruntil, finally,unemployment
rates rose so much that inflationfightingon the marginlost its appeal.
Since one country's gain in exchange rate is another's loss, it is clear
that the attempt of each country to appreciatevis-a-vis the others is
globally futile. If this argumentwere correct, then cooperationwould
make possible a general decline in interest rates and a smallerloss of
output.
To examine this question, we use the MCMto ask how noncooperative and cooperativepolicies would be alteredif West Germany,Japan,
andthe United States were hit by a 50 percentincreasein oil prices over
the 1984-86 period. This shock is aboutone-halfthe size of the 1979-80
increase.Accordingto the MCM,sucha shockhasa direct,stagflationary
impact;with unchangedpolicies it causes a decline in output, a rise in
inflation, and a worsened external balance. The direct effects of the
shock are evident in table 17 by comparingthe (before-shock)baseline
for each countrywith the columnlabeledbaselineplus oil shock.
According to the simulation, an oil shock would induce monetary
expansion in the United States and Germany,accompaniedby a moderate U.S. fiscal expansion. In Japan, monetary policy turns sharply
contractionaryand fiscal policy is slightly restrictive. The move to
coordinationinvolves a sharpinterestrate reductionin the three countries. According to the results of table 17, the swing in U.S. policy is
froma very limitedfall in interestrates of less than 1percentagepoint in
the noncooperativeregime to a fall in rates of almost 2.5 percentage
points under cooperation. The German swing is from a fall of 1.5
percentagepoints to a noticeablefall of 5.8 percentagepoints. In Japan,
a sharpmonetarycontractionunderNash equilibriumis abandonedand
interestrates remainstable. It must be noted that we have addedthe oil
shock to the 1984-86 baseline, so the gains from cooperationinvolve
both the gains in reaction to higheroil prices and the gains that can be
achievedfromthe initialbaseline itself. To get some sense of the role of
the oil shock alone in inducinggainsfromcooperation,we can compare
the Nash and cooperative equilibriain tables 17 and 12. The oil shock
does not appearto induce any special gains from coordinationamong
the United States, Japan, and West Germany. On the contrary the
increase in welfare when moving from the Nash to the cooperative
equilibriumis smaller in the oil-shock case for the United States and
Japanand essentiallythe same for Germany.
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Extensions and Qualifications
We offer our estimates of the gains from cooperationas illustrative
ratherthandefinitive.The issue of policy coordinationis too important
to depend on a small set of estimates based on particularobjective
functionsand specific macroeconometricmodels. Unfortunately,there
is no way to test our results againstthe findingsof others, since, as far
as we know, ours is the firstattemptto quantifythe gains from cooperation in large-scale macroeconometricmodels. We therefore think it
worthwhileto mention the sensitivity of our analysis to the following
features:the groupof countriesunderstudy;the particularmodelsunder
study and the use we made of them; the absence of uncertaintyin the
treatmentof cooperation;and the time horizonfor policy planning.We
conclude with a brief mention of some institutionalaspects of policy
cooperation.
THE

GROUP

OF

COUNTRIES

Our empirical study focused on a bargaininggame among West
Germany,Japan,and the United States. This choice was partlytactical
andpartlystrategic.Tactically,the cross-countrymultipliersare readily
available for these, the three largest market economies; exploring
cooperationfor a widergroupof countrieswouldhave requiredthatnew
policy simulationsbe undertakenwith the MCM and the EPA model.
(Conceptually,and computationally,there is no difficultyin extending
the analysis to a muchlargerset of countries.) Strategically,our choice
of countriesis probablyrealistic. In general,the smallereconomies can
probablyhave a free ride on the policy decisions of the three largest
economies. It wouldbe difficultto engagein successful negotiationwith
a much largergroup of countries and still more difficultto monitoran
agreement; at most, we might imagine the seven summit countries
(Canada,France, Italy, Japan,the United Kingdom,the United States,
and West Germany)as formal participantsin an enlarged negotiating
process.
Whatis unrealistic,however,is ourassumptionthatno othercountries
change their policies in response to the bargainstruck among the big
three. We simply lacked the relevant policy multipliersto incorporate
many other countries. It is certainlyplausible, however, that German
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agreementon a policy packagewith the United States and Japanmight
bringabout de facto agreementwith the rest of the EC on the essential
elements. The policy constraints of the European Monetary System
wouldlikelypushothercountriesin the EC towardmatchingthe German
actions. In that case, the United States would have a much weightier
bargainingcounterpart,and the U.S. gains from policy coordination
mightbe ipso facto substantiallyenlarged.
To test this view in a simple way, we have magnifiedthe German
policy effects on the United States and Japanby 3, and interpretedthe
Germanoutcome as an "EC" outcome. The factor of proportionality
was selected by examiningthe effects on the United States of an EC
fiscal expansion, and a Germanfiscalexpansion,in a 1980version of the
OECDInterlinkmodel.23The effects of the EC expansionon outputand
the currentaccount were approximately3 times the effects of Germany
alone.
The results of this extension using the MCMare shown in table 18.
Comparingtables 12 and 18, we see that the U.S. and Japanese gains
from policy coordinationare increasedby a factor of 3 and the "European" gainby a factorof about 1.7. Once again,the gainis broughtabout
chieflyby a worldwidereductionininterestrateswithU. S. ratesdropping
by more than 400 basis points. All countries have much higher output
relative to the Nash equilibrium;Japangains about 1.8 percentin GNP,
on average,for the three years, with virtuallyunchangedinflationand a
largercurrentaccount surplus.
Anotherpossible groupof countriesthat mightbe analyzedis the EC
itself. The tradeand financiallinks withinthe EC are muchgreater,as a
proportionof GNP, than the links among the United States, Europe,
and Japan. As we saw in table 1, for example, French exports to the
United States representedonly 0.9 percent of French GNP, while its
exportsto Germanyare2.4 percentof GNP. Thus, ourfindingsof modest
gains from cooperationamongthe big three should likely be multiplied
severalfoldwithrespectto intra-Europeancooperation.We suspect that
the greater scope for coordinationamong the Europeaneconomies is
the key reason that Europeaninstitutionsfor macroeconomiccoordination, such as the EuropeanMonetarySystem, have developed over
23. See Adrian Blundell-Wignall,Flemming Larsen, and Franciscus Meyer-zuSchlochtern,"Fiscal Policy Simulationswith the OECDInternationalLinkageModel,"
in OECD Economic Outlook: Occasional Studies (Paris:OECD,July 1980),pp. 3-32.
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Table 18. Policy Optimization with a Coordinated Europe: Multicountry Model
United States
Baseline Coopera(Nash)
tion

Policy and
outcome
Welfare gainb
Fiscal policyb
Monetary policyb

.

.

0.54
0.87
4.06

.

. ..

.

Europea
Baseline Cooperation
(Nash)

. .

...

...
. ..

Japan
Baseline Cooperation
(Nash)

0.56
-0.17
4.60

. . .

2.96
- 1.01
5.50

-9.91
- 9.46
- 9.41

- 5.23
- 6.00
- 6.80

- 5.17
- 3.61
- 3.58

3.24
3.41
2.98

2.20
2.86
2.89

2.17
3.02
2.83

...

. ..

Deviations from target valuesb
Output

1984
1985
1986
Inflation
1984
1985
1986

- 5.68
- 4.97
- 5.67

- 3.92
- 3.31
- 4.16

- 10.50
- 10.70
- 10.91

4.24
4.81
4.11

4.45
5.28
3.90

3.16
2.92
2.89

Current
account ratio

1984

-2.25

-2.56

-0.95

-0.88

-0.31

-0.14

1985
1986

- 2.21
- 2.25

- 2.69
- 2.71

- 0.93
- 0.99

- 0.78
- 0.81

- 0.56
- 0.64

- 0.36
- 0.49

a. Europe's impact on the United States and Japan is assumed to be three times Germany's impact on these
countries.
b. See table 12, notes a-d.

time, while coordinationamongthe summitseven remainsless institutionalized. In a futurepaper, we plan to study the effects of European
cooperationusing the OECDInterlinkmodel.

USE

OF

THE

MCM

AND

THE

EPA

MODEL

There exist at least two serious limitationsin our treatmentof the
macroeconometricmodelsandtwo in the modelsthemselves. Regarding
our treatment, we assume that the models are nearly linear when we
treatpolicy outcomesas equalingthe productof a fixedmultipliermatrix,
F, andthe vector policy settings, C (rememberthat T = C F + TB, where
TB is the baseline path for the target variables). In some cases this
assumptionmightnot be bad;a fiscalexpansionwill probablyhave about
twice the output effect if the expansion is doubled. However, certain
effects are inherently nonlinear. An exchange rate depreciation, for
example, is more likely to improve the currentaccount balance if the
economy is startingin surplusratherthandeficit. Thus, the sign of aCAI
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AMmay depend on the policy setting of G. Similarly,the question of
whether a devaluationis expansionaryor contractionarymay depend,
via a wealth effect, on a country's ex ante net indebtednessin foreign
currency to the rest of the world. France has pursued contractionary
policies in 1983-84 partly because the appreciationof the U.S. dollar
has raised the franc value of French indebtedness to the rest of the
world. In a linearizedmodel, however, the sign of aQ/la is assumed to
be either positive or negative but unchangingas a function of the
country'sindebtedness.
A second difficultyin our treatmentis the implicit assumptionthat
the "true"modelof the worldis knownwithcertaintyandthatexogenous
shocks are absent duringthe planningperiod. It is well known since
Brainard's1967workthatmodeluncertaintycan substantiallyaffect the
appropriatechoice of policy instrumentsand in particularcause less
policy activism when multipliers are unknown.24We have not yet
investigatedthe implicationsof such uncertaintyfor the logic of policy
cooperation,but it is importantto do so. We think Feldstein is correct
when he says that such uncertaintyis a majorpracticalimpedimentto
greaterpolicy coordination.25
Otherlimitationsresidein the modelsthemselves. Manyof the crucial
channels of interdependencein recent years depend on the effects of
policies on less-developed countries (LDCs). Tight U.S. monetary
policies, for example, have raisedthe real indebtednessof many LDCs,
andthis shiftin incomedistributionhas contributedto a dramaticdecline
in LDC importsfrom Europein 1982-84. Given the rudimentarynature
of the rest-of-the-worldblocks in the EPA model and the MCM, this
effect is surely not measuredwith appropriatemagnitude(if at all). It is
probablysafe to assume that the impact of U.S. monetarypolicies on
other OECD countries is understatedin the EPA model and the MCM
because of their inability to model the links of the United States to
Europeand Japanvia the LDCs.
Anotherdifficultywith the models is that expectationsare treatedin
a whollymechanicalway, makingpolicy simulationssubjectto the Lucas
critique. For reasons suggested by Sims and by Sachs's comment on
Sims'spaper,we regardthe seriousnessof thisproblemto be anempirical
24. WilliamC. Brainard,"Uncertaintyand the Effectivenessof Policy," American
Economic Review, vol. 57 (May 1967,Papers and Proceedings, 1966), pp. 411-25.
25. See Feldstein,"The WorldEconomyToday."
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matter and read the existing evidence as suggesting a very modest
importanceof the Lucas critiquefor short-runpolicy simulations.26
THE

TIME

HORIZON

Oursimulationsassume that monetaryand fiscal policymakersseek
to maximizea utilityfunctionwitha three-yearhorizon.A longerhorizon
would change the optimalmacroeconomicpolicies of each country and
would likely change the gains from coordination.We have seen that a
fiscal expansion that causes a real appreciationin the shortrun is likely
to cause a depreciationin the long run.Thus, the attractivenessof a tight
monetary and loose fiscal policy mix for inflationcontrol is probably
diminishedwhen one takes into account the long-termimplicationsof
the mix. If the U.S. currency appreciationis buying a larger future
depreciation,the ten-yearview wouldlikely look less attractivethanthe
three-yearview.
What is less clear is how the gains from coordinationwould change
with longer planninghorizons among the policy authorities. Qualitatively, the gains from coordinationwill still be present, as illustratedin
an earlierpaper.27The gains, however, may be reduced quantitatively,
since the realizationthat short-runappreciationswill be reversed in the
long run may lead noncooperativepolicymakersto choose policies that
are morelike the cooperativesettings.
One frequentargumentholds that policymakersdiscount the future
too highly, since theirsightsare set on the next election. It is interesting
to speculatewhetherincreasedcooperationwouldmitigateorexacerbate
this bias. Certainlysome forms of policy coordinationare helpful, as
when weak-currencycountriespeg to strongcurrencies(or even adopt
those currencies) in order to restrain the tendency toward overly
expansionary policies that short planning horizons often engender.
Rogoff, on the other hand, has developed an ingeniousmodel in which
policy coordination worsens the short-horizonbias.28In his model,
wages are set in advance of macroeconomicpolicies in each periodbut
26. See ChristopherA. Sims, "Policy Analysis with EconometricModels," BPEA,
1:1982,pp. 107-52, andthe commentthatfollows.
27. See Sachs, "InternationalPolicy Coordination."
CooperativeMonetary
28. See KennethRogoff, "ProductiveandCounterproductive
Policies," InternationalFinanceDiscussionPaper233(Boardof Governorsof the Federal
ReserveSystem, December1983).
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in anticipationof the macropolicies thatwill be set. Once wages are set,
governments have an incentive to expand the economy at a modest
marginalcost of higher prices. Since wage setters understand this
tendency, they are inducedto set high nominalwages in anticipationof
it, and the economy is beset with an inflationarybias. One constrainton
inflationthat remains, however, is each country's fear of a unilateral
expansion. Rogoff points out that policy coordinationcan remove this
constraintand worsen the inflationbias by convincingeach government
that the other governmentsare going to join in its expansion. The result
is that all countriesintensifytheirbias towardexcess inflation.
THE

INSTITUTIONAL

CONTEXT

OF

POLICY

COORDINATION

Ouranalysis concerns the gains from cooperationwithoutregardto
the institutionalcontext in which policy cooperationmight occur. No
doubt the costs of negotiationmust be weighed in a full assessment of
the potentialbenefitsfrom coordination.The Nash bargainingsolution
assumes, for example, that a policing mechanismexists to enforce a
bargainingequilibrium.Does such a mechanism exist? Is reputation
enough to sustain a bargainingoutcome? What role, if any, should
internationalorganizationslike the IMF, the EC, and the OECDplay in
fostering and overseeing cooperative arrangements?Are the summits
the naturallocus for such activity? These issues are a matterof active
study among political scientists and economists. Our hope is that our
moreformalresults can providean inputinto this areaof research.
One line of analysisis particularlyimportanton the institutionalfront
andthatis whethercooperativeoutcomescanbe replicatedby essentially
noncooperative actions under a new set of rules of the game. For
example, we have seen that one reason for cooperationis that under
flexibleexchangeratesthereis a tendencyto choose monetaryandfiscal
policy with the goal of movingthe exchange rate in one's favor. When
countriesarefightinginflation,each willtryto contractthe money supply
for the disinflationarybenefits of a currency appreciation.With symmetric countries, no country achieves an appreciation,but all suffer a
real outputcontraction.
We can thinkof at least two mechanismsfor overcomingthis problem.
First, in summitstyle, the countriesmightagreeto avoida "competitive
appreciation," with the heads of state explicitly endorsing such a
common policy. Possibly, a joint reduction in interest rates could be
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engineered. Alternatively, new rules for target exchange rate zones
mightbe instituted(as in the EuropeanMonetarySystem), withinwhich
countries pursue independentpolicies. A constrainednoncooperative
equilibriummight then come very close to the optimal cooperative
equilibrium.This alternativeapproachbrings economists deeply into
the institutionalsettingof macroeconomicpolicy, precisely where they
shouldbe in studyingthe possibilityof a greatermeasureof international
cooperation.

APPENDIX

Derivations
HERE
arethe detailedderivationsto whichthe paperrefers. The notation
is the same. We consider an n-countryworld. Countryi has m policy
targets. Its vector of targets is Ti = (Ti,. . Tm).It has 1controls, which
are the elements of vector Ci = (Ci, . . ., C5).The authorities maximize
a welfarefunction Ui(T').

The targetsare assumedto be linearfunctionsof the controls:
T = CF +

TB,

where T = (T', T, . . ., Th)is the overall vector of targets, TB = (TB1,
TB2, . . ., TBn) is the value of T at the baseline, C = (C', . . ., Cn) is the

overallvector of controls, and F is the matrixof multipliers.
In our empiricalexamplesthe Tihave nine elements:the values of the
outputgap, inflation,and the current-account/GNPratioas a deviation
from target over the years 1984to 1986;the Ci have two elements: the
measuresof fiscal and monetarypolicies. Moreprecisely:
T = (Q84,Qi,

6 ITi84, 85, IT86, CAi4, CA85

CAi )

ci = (Mi, G).

Derivation of the Utility Function
In the paper we describe a two-step procedure. First the marginal
utilities of the targets are derived and then we assume that the utility
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functionis quadratic.Given three targets(output,inflation,and current
account)and two instruments(monetaryand fiscal policy) the marginal
utilities are exactly identifiedby imposingaU/aM = 0 and aU/aG = 0
with the normalizing constraint that u1

=

1.

As soon as the numberof targetsis largerthanthe numberof controls
by more than one, that is, m - 1> 1, this proceduremust be modified.
This is the case for our empiricalcomputationsince each country has
nine targets(output,inflation,and currentaccountfor three years). We
have thus proceeded in the reverse order. First we have specified
quadraticutilityfunctions:
1T2TiRiTT,

Ui=

where TiTdenotes the transposeof TiandRi is a matrixof parametersof
the utilityfunction.
We assume that the baselineis a Nash equilibrium.Thus
aUi/aCi

=

-TiRiFri

= (0, 0, . . ., O),

where Fii is the block of matrix F which contains the multipliersof
countryi's targetswith respectto countryi's controls. If we assume that
Ri is a diagonalmatrix, we have m unknownsfor 1 equations and one
normalizingrestrictionsuch as
aUi/aTi = 1.

Here we further specify Ri by assuming that the utility functions are
discountedsums of an annualutilityfunction:
1986

ui=

1/2(1 + 8)(1984-t)

t= 1984

[iR(Qi)2+ 4i(.(ri)2 +

4,(CAi)2].

The correspondingRi matrixis therefore
Ri

(1 + 6Y'
(1 + 6-2Aii

0

'fi

(1 + 6)'-4,l
(1 + 6)-24i

Ri=

O

+ 6)'Pi~
~~~~~~(1
(1 + 6)-2+~
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For all countries,8 is assumedto be equalto 0.1. The three parameters
Ri,Pi, and Piare solutionsof the followingsystem of three equations.

0

a Ui/Mi=
=

alqaGi

0
1,

aui/8Qi=

1986

where aUi/aQi =

(aUq/Qi).

E
t= 1984

In table 9 we gave the partialderivativesof the nationalutilityfunctions
at the baseline with respect to a sustainedincrease over three years of
each target. Withour specificutilityfunction,
1986

Ui=

ali/aQi=

-

(1

E

+ 8)('984-t)RiQi

t= 1984
1986

auil/aii

= u2 =

E

-

(1 +

8)(1984-t)kf,Ti

t= 1984
1986

ui=

ai/aCAi=

E

-

(1 + 8)(1984-tiJ,CAi

t= 1984

Note that ui is normalizedto 1.0 for all i.
The cross-countrygains from fiscal and monetaryexpansion at the
baseline presentedin table 10are given by:
a Ui/aC=

-TBiRirF.

Because the baselineis a Nash equilibrium,by definitiona Ui/aCi= 0.
Derivation of the Nash and Cooperative Equilibriums
The Nash solution corresponds to the case where each country
maximizesits welfare,takingas given the othercountries'policies. Thus
the problemof countryi is:

maxUi -

-

2TiR.TiT

C'

subjectto Ti =

E

Cl e (,

CiFij+

TBi

where (i is the set of feasible policies.
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For our empiricalsimulationswe have imposed no bound on fiscal
policy, but we have constrainedthe discount rate to remainpositive.29
For all our empiricalsimulationsthe constraintson the controls proved
to be nonbindingat the Nash equilibrium.The solution is thus straightforward.The first-orderconditionsfor countryi are
-TRilTO =

aUq/aCi=

.

The values of the controls, CN, which lead to the Nash equilibrium
and of the correspondingtargetvalues TNare given by
- TBF(FF) I

CN =

TN = CNF + TB

where

R21r2T20

The welfaregainfor each countryis
-

U-

1/2

+ ? TiRiTiT.
TlR,TT

A cooperative equilibriumcorresponds to the case where all the
countriesactjointly so as to maximizea collective utilityfunction. This
collective utility function is assumed to be a weighted average of each
country's own utilityfunction. Only a subset of the cooperativeequilibriumsare Paretoimproving.Among these, we definethe optimalcooperative equilibriumas the one that maximizesthe collective gain of the
countries,as definedbelow.
A cooperative equilibriumis thus the solution of the following
problem:
max UC(wl, w2,..

.,

wn)

=

-?TRc(w'

W2,.

. .

wn)TT

c

subject to T = cF +
rC E

.?;

TB

_= ( ? 9 ?)29.

.

29. The maximumcut in the discount rate is 7.5 percentagepoints for the United
States, 5.8 percentagepointsfor West Germany,and5.5 percentagepointsfor Japan.
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where
WIR,

0

w2R2

Rc(wl,W2, .

. . , Wn)

0

wnR

and wl, w2, . .. , wn denote the weights grantedto each country in the
cooperativeprocess. Whenthe constraintsare not binding,the solution
is simply
CC=

1

-TBRcFT(FRcFT)

TC = CcF + TB

and the welfaregain is
UC

UN =

+ ?/2 TNRCTNT.

12TCRcTCT

The optimal cooperative equilibriumreferredto in the paper is the
solutionto the Nash bargainingproblem:
max Gain
WI,

w2,

= (Ulc -

U1N) (U2C -

U2N) ...

(UtiC-

UtiN)

. . . ,W?

The set of weights that yield this optimalcooperative solution is calculated numericallyby an optimalgradientmethod.
In tables 12 to 17 we refer to the welfare gain from cooperation
"measuredinunitsof GNP." Thisis a measureof compensatingvariation
relative to the baseline. Considerthe baseline {Q1984,Q985, Q986, IT1984,
this has utility UB. Now, raise Q by
1T1985, IT1986, CA984, CA1985, CA1?986};
an amount A in every year 1984-86; the new target vector becomes
{Q1984

+

A,

Q1985

+

,

Q1986

+

A

r19845

1985,

1986,

CA1Ij984,

1A985,

CAjB86},which has a new utility level we denote UB(1).
Suppose that cooperationyields a utilitylevel Uc > UB. The "GNP-

equivalentwelfaregain" from cooperationis the level of A such that Uc
= UB (A). It can be easily shown that A is the root with the smallest
absolutevalue of
rA2 + 2clA+ 2(U

U 0)

-
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where p.is the parameterof the quadraticutilityfunctioncorresponding
to Q and
=
X=

1 + (1?+8)-'

+ (18)-2

QiB84 + (1+

)'QjB

+ (1 + 8) 2Q986

Moreprecisely,
i\

=

-

{1_A

+ (2A)(Uc

- UB)]}.

It should be noted that A is approximatelyequal to Uc
changein utilityis small.

-

UB

if the

Comments
and Discussion
OlivierJ. Blanchard: This is a very stimulatingpaper.Whatmakesit a
particularly nice paper to discuss is that it has an important and
controversial punch line: economic cooperation among the United
States, West Germany,and Japanwill, at best, achieve modest welfare
gains. The scope for U.S. welfaregainsin particularis very limited.The
job of a discussant is thereforeobvious. Ratherthan to nitpick, it is to
see whether a strongcase can be made for cooperation.To do so, it is
convenientto follow the organizationof the paperandto ask two sets of
questions. The first concerns country interactions. Are all relevant
interactionsadequatelyandfully captured?The second concerns objective functions. Could it be that the way the authors specify countries'
objectivefunctionsbiases the case in some way againstcoordination?
A bare-bones version of the theoretical model of the paper can be
writtenas a system of four equationsfor each of two countries:
q = a(q, r) + nx(q, q*, X)
m - p =f(q,r)
r - r* = g[(bl(b + Xb*)]
p = p(X, g)

The notationis as in the paper:a is absorption,nx net exports, b debt,
and asterisks denote foreign variables. The model is Mundell-Fleming
with two twists. The first is the replacementof the interest-rateparity
relationby a portfolio-balanceequation. This is motivatedby the poor
performanceof strictparityequationsand by strongtheoreticalsupport
in favor of such a portfolio relation; there is, however, little or no
empiricalevidenceinfavorof theportfolio-balanceequation.The second
is the presence of a price equationallowingfor a directeffect of the real
65
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exchangerate on prices. This is importantfor policy, and ultimatelyfor
coordination,because it impliesthatfiscalandmonetarypolicies, if they
have differenteffects on the exchange rate, will have differentimpacts
on inflationgiven output.In this way, the policy mix can affectthe tradeoff between outputand inflation.
The model thereforecapturesall interactionsthroughlabor, goods,
and assets marketswhich we know or think should exist. However, it
leaves out one type of interactionthat is currentlyimportant:the direct
interactionamongpolicies. If, for example,we were to attributemost of
the increase in Europeanreal rates of interest to U.S. monetary and
fiscal policies, these policies would account for up to one third of the
inflation-adjustedaveragebudgetdeficitin the EuropeanCommunityby
raisingreal interestpaymentson debt.
Turningto the two empiricalmodels used in the paper, one initially
suspects that these models are unlikelyto captureall the interactionsof
the theoretical model. Looking at their structure, however (or more
precisely, at the structureof the EPA model, as I have no familiarity
with the other), one is surprisedby its similarityto thatof the theoretical
model. It includes, in particular,the two twists mentionedabove: price
equationswith a potentialrole for the exchange rate and, more surprisingly in view of the weak empiricalevidence, portfolio-balanceequations.
The empiricalmodels have rich dynamics. These are not, however,
rational-expectationdynamics,andhence they exclude some of the most
drasticforms of overshootingand may underestimatethe size of movements in the exchange rate. This is probably not a major problem.
Overshooting, by its nature, is an exchange-rate movement which
eventually reverses itself. A model that does not capture it will, for
example, underestimatethe short-termeffect of a monetarycontraction
on inflationbut overestimateits effect in the mediumterm. If a government is concerned about both the short and medium terms, ignoring
overshootingmay not be very misleading.
It is therefore reasonableto conclude that, while the multipliersin
tables 5 and 6 are imprecise, they are not systematicallybiased against
coordination.I shall not discuss them, except to note for use below that
althoughU.S. fiscal and monetarypolicies have opposite effects on the
exchange rate, they have roughly the same effects on inflation. The
UnitedStates appearssufficientlyclosed thatthe exchangeratehas little
directeffect on inflation.
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Last, I turn to the specificationof objective functions. The strategy
of Oudizand Sachs is to assume that countriesare doing their uncoordinated best and to use revealed preferences to recover objective
functions. This strategyis clearly the rightone: if countries are not, in
some sense, doing the best they can, how can we talk of coordination?
Thus, I agree with the logic of the approach.But I have some problems
with its implementation.
Considerfirstwhy we usuallybelieve that a strongcase can be made
for coordination.We think,for example, of a groupof countriesexperiencing a recession, with each country being reluctant to use fiscal
expansionfor fear of the effects on the currentaccount. Table 5 shows
these effects to be quitelarge. In this case, coordinatedfiscal expansion
achieves reflationwithout currentaccount deficits. The returnto coordinationis large.
Oudizand Sachs correctlypoint out thatthis view of each countryas
havingonly one instrumentandtwo targetsis too simple.Countrieshave
at least two instruments,fiscal and monetarypolicies. In the case just
mentioned,they can use a mix of tightfiscalandloose monetarypolicies
andalleviatethe currentaccountproblem.But they also have morethan
two targets.OudizandSachs assumethe existence of only three:output,
the currentaccount, and inflation.
This limited list of targets is particularlyobjectionable.It implicitly
assumesthatcurrentstances of fiscal andmonetarypolicies are optimal,
so that the currentU.S. budgetdeficitis the result of an unconstrained
macroeconomicpolicy decision. I believe it is evident that little sense
can be made of the currentU.S. policy without introducingat least a
"cost" of decreasing the budget deficit. It is not clear what current
estimates really mean. Their treatmentimplies that currentU.S. trade
deficitsreflect,in largepart,indifferenceof the U.S. governmentto such
deficits:the marginaldisutilityof currentlevels of the currentaccount
deficit is, using MCM estimates in table 9, equal to zero. The authors
attemptto deal with this issue when they assign an arbitrarilyhigher
weightto the currentaccount in table 14, but one cannotjudge whether
this adjustmentgoes far enough. It is interestingthat they still findthat
the gainsfromtradeare small, andit makesone wonderhow muchtheir
specificationof targets would have to change in order to overturnthat
conclusion.
A more appealingspecificationwould likely yield a strongercase for
cooperation, at least for the United States. In the current setup, the
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United States has three targetsand two instruments.However, two of
the targets are directly linked: we have seen above that U.S. inflation
depends mostly on output and very little on the exchange rate. This
implies that, to a first approximation,the United States has two independent targets and two instruments.In this case, as noted by Oudiz
and Sachs in their theoreticaldiscussion, whatever the United States
can achieve, it can achieve on its own and will not benefit from
cooperation. Their results might thus be quite differentif there were
costs to changingfiscal policy or, equivalently, if a new target were
introduced.And the case for coordinationwouldprobablybe somewhat
strengthened.However, it remains true that the multipliersare small
enough that their qualitative conclusion of only small benefits from
coordinationfor the United States would probablyremain.
StephenN. Marris: This is an importantpaper. First, in line with other
recent work, it reestablishes the analytical case for the international
coordination of macroeconomic policies under a system of flexible
exchangerates. Second, andthis is its most fascinatingoriginality,it not
only recognizes that the gains from such cooperation will depend on
countries'preferencefunctions,which maywell differ,but goes on from
there to try bravelyto estimatethese from observed behavior. This is a
significanttechnicaladvance, even thougha close look suggeststhatthe
results so far achieved are of dubiousvalue.
For the first twenty-five years after the war, with an adjustablepeg
exchange rate system, the case for macropolicy coordination was
generallytakenforgranted.Withquasi-fixedrates,thefree-riderproblem
was very evident. Whetherinsufficientdemand or too much inflation
was the problem,each countryhadan interestin seeing thatotherstook
the necessary expansionary (or restrictive) actions. Both rules and
"reputation"were used to try to overcome this free-riderproblem,with
considerablesuccess. The Bonn summitwas not the firstexplicitattempt
at macropolicycoordination;it was the last.
In the 1970s, policymakerswere strongly influencedby a class of
models in which freely floating exchange rates automaticallyyield a
world Pareto optimum, so that attempts to "coordinate" would be at
best redundant.This paper(a) sets out ratherrigorouslythe theoretical
conditions under which, with floating rates, "coordination" would
increase world welfare, and (b) shows that the values of the key
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parametersin the best existing empirical models are such that "an
uncoordinatedselection of macroeconomicstrategiesis likely to lead to
an inefficientmix of monetaryand fiscal policies, and to an inefficient
overall stance on the level of output selected." Having thus firmly
establishedthe case for expecting gains from coordination,the authors
may have been a bit disappointedthat their attempt at quantification
leads them to conclude that the gains from coordination"appearto be
modest." For the reasons given below, however, this is an overly hasty
conclusion.
Over the past three years the United States has been following a
stronglyexpansionaryfiscalpolicy, JapanandWest Germanyhave been
followingequallyrestrictivefiscalpolicies, andall threehave been trying
to follow "nonaccommodating"monetary policies. In the baseline
projectionfor 1984-86-critical because of the assumptionthat it is a
Nash equilibrium-the authorsassume "no dramaticchangein policy. "
(One difficulty in interpretingthe results is that we are not told the
specific settings of fiscal and monetary policy nor what happens to
interest rates and exchange rates in the baseline, nor what happens to
exchange rates in all the subsequentsimulations.)
What happens if the three countries "cooperate" (MCM,table 12)?
Americais happyto do some monetaryexpansionas long as the others
are preparedto do even more. This opens up scope for Americato take
more expansionaryfiscal action since (a) this has virtuallyno inflation
cost because it appreciatesthe dollar, and (b) America is completely
indifferentto a deteriorationin its currentbalance (table 9). Germany
and Japan, however, apparentlyhate the loss of net exports resulting
from their monetaryexpansion, which they thereforereduce by more
fiscal restraint.
These results are-to put it mildly-counterintuitive. Nevertheless,
at first sight they have a certainfascinatinglogic. Since these countries
are assumed to be happywith theirpresent policies, then perhapsthey
would be even happierif, cooperatively, they did more of the samethough since they are alreadydoing it. uncooperatively,the additional
benefitsare small. A second look, however, suggests thatin certainkey
respects the assumptionson which the whole analysis rests-that the
modelsare "true" and the countriesagreewith this truth-do not hold.
Table9 "reveals" thatJapanis preparedto give up 5 percentof GNP
for an increase in net exports equal to 1 percent of GNP, and that the
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averageshadowpricefor foreignexchangeis 3.3 for JapanandGermany
together.This is intriguing;we all suspect thatothers are mercantilistbutto thatdegree?Afterall, for any rationalcountryinfull (neoclassical)
equilibrium,the shadow price shouldbe one, and even with disequilibriumthe weightedaveragefor the system as a whole should still be one
(as long as the supply of internationalliquidity is adequate). These
implausiblyhigh shadow prices emerge with impeccablelogic from the
following considerations:if countries are happy to pursue restrictive
fiscal policies when (a) they have large and risingpotentialoutputgaps
and (b) fiscal expansionis the least inflationaryway of reducingthese, it
can be only because (c) fiscal expansionhas the most adverse impacton
net exports, to which, ergo, (d) they must attachvery highdisutility.
If told that this was their motivation,Germanand Japanese policymakerswould immediatelyrespondthatthey have a quitedifferentview
of the "truth" about how fiscal policy works. Most explicitly for the
Germans,they believe that fiscal restraint,while depressingoutput in
the short run, will-because of improved confidence and "crowding
in"-lead to higheroutputtwo or three years hence. If one substituted
models with these properties,one would radicallychange not only the
magnitudebut also the sign of most of the results given in this paper. In
particular,Germanyand Japanwould not react to U.S. fiscal restraint
by doing the same (table 14); with less expansionarystimulus coming
from America, they would logically impose less fiscal restraintbecause
its short-term costs would rise relative to its perceived longer-term
benefits.
Second, in one importantrespect the U.S. administrationappearsto
be assumingthe models are "true" when they are probablyfalse. In the
baseline America piles up about $500 billion of public-sectordebt and
$250 billion of external debt without, apparently,any rise in interest
rates or decline in the dollarsufficientto matter.In an importantsection
dealingexplicitly with the longer-runconsequences of debt accumulation, the authorspoint out that these longer-runeffects may well go in
the opposite direction.Manyobserversmay well suspect thatthis could
happen within the three years covered here, in which case the U.S.
shadow price for foreign exchange would look very different. If so,
America should take significantrestrictivefiscal action (tables 14, 15,
and 16), and for the reasons discussed above this should prompt
expansionaryfiscal action by Germanyand Japan. Thus the authors'
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dismissalof "conventionalwisdom" on this subjectis quiteunfounded.
Third,as the authorsnote, currentpolicymakersin all threecountries
appearto have very differentviews of the "truth"aboutinflation.In the
models, 1 percent of GNP costs, on average, 0.2 percent in inflation.
Since policymakersdo not exploit this in the baseline, they are "revealed" to give inflationa shadow price of more than 4. This does not
mattermuchin the scenariosdiscussedhere, withtheircomfortablyhigh
growth rates. But if we get ourselves into a new recession, it clearly
would mattera lot who is right.
Enoughhas been said to suggest that the authorshave explored only
the outer fringes of the fascinatingand importantnew territoryopened
up by theirpioneeringefforts. A greatdeal remainsto be done. In some
ways the two models stand up quite well to the extremely heavy load
put on them in this paper. But they will remaininappropriatefor the use
to which they are put here unless longer-termeffects fromaccumulating
debt and rising inflation are realistically spliced into their essentially
short-termmechanisms.Moreworkis also neededto explorethe crucial
relationshipbetween policymakers'revealed preference(and how this
varies over time)and their(differing)views abouthow the worldworks.
And from there, an effort should be made to move from revealed
preference to a set of shadow prices that, while allowing for genuine
nationaldifferences, provides a sensible and internationallyconsistent
basis for macropolicycoordination.
Until this has been done it would be best if policymakersdid not read
this paper. It is true that in some ways it sheds fascinatinglight on how
policymakers,startingfrom quite differentviews about how the world
works, have got locked into the most divergent and internationally
inconsistentmix of fiscalandmonetarypolicies since the war. And why,
temporarily,they are feeling quite happy about it. But since they are
only likely to readthe firstfew pages, they could very easily-but quite
wrongly-conclude that it providesscientificjustificationfor theirfolly.
WingT. Woo: Gilles OudizandJeffreySachs havewrittenanextremely
original paper on an importantand timely topic. Its most important
contributionis showingus an ingeniousway of givingempiricalcontent
to theoreticalpropositionsfrom game theory. Its most strikingconclusion is that coordinationdoes not help very much.
Withinthe authors'framework,I interpretthe gainsfrom the trading
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of macro policies-cooperation-as coming from alteringthe terms on
whichexpansionmustbe tradedagainstthe currentaccountandinflation.
Independentpolicy actions amplifythe effects on these two, whereas
cooperative actions attenuatethem. Thus, in exchangefor the benefits
of more expansion, any countryincurshighercosts througha worsened
current account and higher inflation if it acts alone rather than in
cooperationwith others. A recent example where the costs of such an
independentpolicy course were large is providedby France;there the
Mitterrandgovernmentwas forced to drop its initialattemptto reflate
on its own.
Going it alone is difficult for France because its economy is so
intimatelylinkedwith the rest of Europe. WhenOudizand Sachs apply
their methodology to quantifyingthe relations involving the United
States, West Germany,and Japan, they find that the welfare gains of
cooperationare small.Lookingat tables 12and 13,the gainsare so small
that we can conclude that they are not worth the costs involved in
organizingand enforcingpolicy coordination.This suggests that policy
coordinationis a little like love: "all reason is againstit but all healthy
instinct is for it." Being an unabashedromantic,I quicklynote that the
authors' gains are small only because of the utility functions that they
have pulledout via revealedpreferences.
One importantquestion is whether the Oudiz-Sachsutility weights
are really those of the policymakers;two reasons why they may not be
come quicklyto mind.The firstis thatthe models may be wrong. Onthis
issue, although criticisms of large models rest on solid theoretical
grounds, I agree with the authors that they offer useful, pragmatic
answers, and the authors' main conclusions appearto be similarwith
both their models. The second reason that the reportedutility weights
may not be those of policymakersis that the baseline may be a Stackelberg equilibriumratherthan a Nash equilibrium.A case can be made
that, since World War II, the United States has played the leadership
role in the settingof macropolicies withinthe majorindustrialcountries,
takinginto accountthe reactionfunctionsof the othercountriesin setting
its own policies. If so, this would makethe availabletrade-offsdifferent
and so would make the utility weights one infers from the data quite
differentfrom those the authorsestimate.
In general, the simple characterizationof nationalutility functions
that the authors were forced to make in order to keep their analysis
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tractablemay have missed some importantdimensionsof the problem.
For example, the welfareassessment of a changein the U.S. policy mix
that is reportedin table 16 does not addresstwo importantcriticismsof
the present policy mix of loose fiscal policy and tight monetarypolicy.
Thefirstcriticismof the presentpolicy mixfocuses on the long run. High
deficits crowd out investment and finally lead to a new steady state
which has a lower capital-laborratio. The second criticismpertainsto
middle-runconsiderations.Oudizand Sachs point out in the firstpartof
their paperthat deficits are unsustainablewhen the real interest rate is
higherthanthe growthrate.We takeoff on an unstablepathalongwhich,
eventually,all taxes are used to pay interest. But the objectives of faster
and sustainableeconomic growth are not in the authors'welfare function. A more complete analysis, I suspect, would show greaterwelfare
gains to all parties.
The large negative utility weights on inflationthat the authors find
may reflect a dynamicaspect of policymakingthat is not treatedin this
paper.Thegovernmentmaybe engagedin a gamewithinits own borders.
In a situationwherelaborunionshave marketpowerandaimto improve
the relativewage of theirmembers,it may be betterfor a governmentto
adopt a hard-linepolicy of nonaccommodationrather than either to
accept inflationor attemptto contain it througha direct policy such as
wage-priceguideposts. This policy stance, which can be described as
''you breakit, you own it,'"forces unionsto thinkin termsof a trade-off
between higherwages and higherunemployment.With it, the governmentmay believe it can producea bettertrade-offthanOudizand Sachs,
or anyone else, can estimatefrompast data.
The authors have not addressedone importantargumentfor policy
coordinationthatis relevantwithintheirutilityframework.They assume
that reactions of one countryto another'spolicy will inevitablylead to
stable equilibrium.But in a sequentialdecisionmakingprocess in which
each country does not take into account the reactionof its neighbors,a
stableoutcome is not assured. The aggravationof the global depression
in the 1930scaused by competitivedevaluationsis a case in point.
More also needs to be said about the problemsof coordination.One
such problem, which came out of the 1978 Bonn summit locomotive
experience, is the need for optimal contingency plans. At the Bonn
summit,the United States agreedto tightenits policies and to reduce oil
importsin returnfor West Germanand Japanesecommitmentsto raise
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theirannualgrowthratesby 1percentand 1.5 percent,respectively. But
six months later the shah of Iran was overthrown and Iranian oil
productionwas drasticallyreduced. The resulting50 percent rise in the
priceof oil was followed by the second OPECprice shock, which tripled
oil pricesin two years. Thushighinflationratesandlargecurrentaccount
deficitsin GermanyandJapancame in the wake of the Bonnagreements.
The experienceleft a negativefeelingregardingcoordination,whichwas
evident in various statementsissuedjust before the Williamsburgsummit.
General Discussion
Robert Lawrence saw the study's main results as a plausible explanationfor the lack of U.S. interest in policy coordination.In his work
on the synchronizationof the internationalbusiness cycle, Lawrence
hadfound that the directlinkagesamongcountriesaccountedfor only a
small part of the synchronization.The synchronizationof the cycle is
largely explained by individualpolicies respondingindependentlyto
commondisturbances.He arguedthatthe clamorforpolicy coordination
has become the substitute for making difficult choices and said the
Europeansshouldaccept the responsibilityfor theirown actions andthe
onus of masteringtheirown circumstances.
Otherpanelists questionedthe realismof the authors'procedurefor
estimatingwelfare gains. CharlesSchultze found the mechanicalapplication of the revealedpreferenceapproachwas inappropriate.He noted
that even the Reagan administrationnow regardedthe present U.S.
policy mix as a mistake. The baseline used in most of the study should
be seen as the outcome of ill-conceivedactions ratherthanof deliberate
optimizing behavior. James Duesenberry reasoned that extreme outcomes were not modeled correctly by the linearrelationshipsassumed
in the study. As an importantexample, the impact of currentaccount
deficits on foreigners' attitude toward dollar-denominatedassets and
hence on the value of the exchange rate was likely to be nonlinear.He
concluded that the reaction of exchange markets to continued record
current account deficits cannot be extrapolated from their present
reaction,andthe benefitsof changingfrompresentpolicies was probably
greaterthanthe model projected.
PaulKrugmanaddedthatlimitingthe analysisto the short-runeffects
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projectedby the models mightbe misleading.As an example, the use of
contractionarymonetarypolicy to fightinflationthroughexchange rate
appreciationmightwork over a shorthorizonbut be self-defeatingin the
long run as the exchange rate depreciatesto its formerlevel when the
economy returns to full employment. The inflationaryimpact of the
depreciatingexchangeratemustbe weighedagainstthe earlierdeflationary gains from appreciation. Sachs acknowledged that some effects
mightbe modifiedor conceivablyeven reversedwhen looked at beyond
the horizonof the model, as in Krugman'sexample. But he didnot agree
that the short-runwelfare results would be overturned.Withthe quadraticloss function that was used, the welfare costs of a given exchange
rate movement depend on the contemporaneousinflationrate. There
would thus be a net welfare gain from appreciatingthe exchange rate
when inflationis high and then allowing it to returnto its formerlevel
when inflation is zero. More generally, Oudiz observed that what
argumentswere appropriatein the objective function dependedon the
time period of the analysis. It was possible to conceive of a long-run
analysisandobjectivefunction. But this lay beyondthe scope of present
quantitativemodels and, possibly, beyondthe interestof presentpolicymakers.

